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Abstract
Aggradation histories going back to the mid Holocene were compiled by 
subsurface investigation for three alluvial fans in the Cascade foothills, northwest 
Washington. Sygitowicz, Radonski, and Hardscrabble Creeks originate on the 
east slope of Stewart Mountain in steep, wooded watersheds (0.36 to 5.5 km^) 
and drain to the South Fork Nooksack River valley where they have built small 
(0.28 to 0.61 km^) post-Pleistocene alluvial fans. Ten trenches, excavated to a 
depth of 3 to 5 meters on the three fans, exposed well-preserved strata and 
paleosols.
The processes of strata deposition were identified by correlation with the 
known mode of modern fan deposits. Gravelly debris flow and 
hyperconcentrated flow processes (totaling 39 percent and 37 percent of average 
vertical exposures, respectively) are responsible for most of the ancient fan 
aggradation. Woody debris flows, common in the twentieth century, make up five 
percent and stream deposits comprised twelve percent of the total vertical 
exposures measured.
Nineteen radiocarbon ages were obtained from six of the ten trenches.
The results indicate that all three fans have been aggrading from the mid 
Holocene (6,000 years B.P.) to the present, and the rates of fan aggradation 
increase for five of six trenches in this time period. The increase in fan 
aggradation corresponds to an increase in the frequency of debris flow despite 
the overall thinning of the debris flow deposits with time. The average recurrence
interval is 868 years for ancient debris flows to be deposited at a given point on a 
fan surface.
A change to a cooler, moister climate in the late Holocene, as indicated by 
climate models and pollen studies from this region, is likely to have contributed to 
the increased sedimentation seen in the fan strata during this time.
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Chapter one - Introduction
Problem Statement
Fan aggradation processes and rates are poorly understood for northwest 
Washington alluvial fans. Historical records over the last century reveal that fan 
aggradation is a result of episodic debris flows. However, relatively little is 
known about fan-building processes and fan aggradation rates in this region.
Debris flows on alluvial fans may be very destructive, often causing 
property damage and loss of life (Figures 1.1). With increasing pressure for 
development on alluvial fans, understanding fan dynamics, past and present, is 
essential for mitigating or avoiding debris flow and flood hazards.
This study uses fan stratigraphy to first identify aggradational processes 
and then determine aggradation histories for alluvial fans of three northwest 
Washington creeks, Sygitowicz Creek, Radonski Creek, and Hardscrabble 
Creek (Figure 1.2). Questions addressed are as follows:
• What geomorphic processes (debris flow, hyperconcentrated flow, 
streamflow, or other) are responsible for aggradation on the three study 
fans?
• Does the stratigraphic evidence suggest that fan aggradation has occurred 
since initial early Holocene fan construction? If so, at what rate are fans 
aggrading and has the rate changed with human occupation of the region?
• Can a general recurrence interval be predicted for debris flows on the three 
study fans? Does the recurrence interval change over time?
This study was performed in two parts. Chapter Two describes processes 
operating on the three alluvial fans in the study area and develops a facies 
model for local fans with contributing basins composed of Chuckanut Formation. 
Chapter Three describes ancient stratigraphy exposed in trenches on each fan 
and uses the facies model developed in Chapter Two to identify ancient fan 
processes and develop fan aggradation histories going back to the mid 
Holocene.
Terminology
Debris Flow vs. Debris Torrent
In thickly wooded British Columbia and the northwestern United States, 
landslide debris and debris flows often contain abundant organic material. Here, 
the phrase “debris torrent” has been used to describe channelized debris flows 
with flow rheology and composition that may be significantly modified by a high 
wood content. However, researchers in this region do not use the term 
universally. The early 1980's literature for Northwest events has more reference 
to debris torrent, while the later articles call them debris flows, indicating a 
switch by some in use of terms.
Swanston (1974) first uses the term “debris torrent” to differentiate flow 
types by their point of origin in the drainage basin. Swanston (1974) defines a 
debris torrent as a large-volume debris flow that originates in a main drainage 
channel as a result of a sudden failure of a debris dam during high storm flow, or 
as the result of failure at the heads of a narrow drainage. Swanston and
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Swanson (1976) describe a debris torrent as a debris event that starts in a 
steep, intermittent, first- and second-order stream channel and that is triggered 
by a landslide into the channel or dam-break flood within the channel; then 
propagates downstream as it incorporates debris, scours the channel bed, and 
comes to rest as it loses momentum. Kellerhals and Church (1990) define 
debris torrents by their composition; they contain very little solid material below 
sand size and consist primarily of gravel to boulder sized material and often a 
large percentage of organic debris ranging in size from mulch to logs to root 
boles of large trees. Local state and county reports on alluvial fan hazards use 
the terms “debris flow” and “debris torrent” interchangeably and sometimes use 
both terms in a single report without defining either term adequately.
Pierson and Costa (1987) oppose the use of the term debris torrent 
because it has been used to differentiate between coarse debris flows occurring 
in channels and flows occurring on open slopes as described by Swanston 
(1974) and Van Dine (1985). They also oppose the use of this term because 
“debris torrent” and “mountain torrent” are used in European and Japanese 
literature to mean a very steep channel, not the material that flows in it. 
Proponents of "debris torrent" are Swanston (1974), VanDine (1985), and 
Easterbrook (1983, 1993). VanDine has since used the term "debris flow" 
(Hungr et al, 1987).
Easterbrook (1983, 1993), who researched several modern debris events 
on local fans, including the1979 events on the Hardscrabble and Sygitowicz
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Creek fans, defines debris torrents as being intermediate between debris 
avalanches and floods, and as fundamentally different processes than debris 
flows. According to Easterbrook (written communication, 2000) the debris in a 
debris torrent is driven only by momentum, in contrast to debris flows in which 
the sediment carries the water, and in contrast to floods in which the water 
carries the sediment.
Descriptions of some of the historic debris events put forth by fan 
residents are much like the definitions of debris torrents put forth by Swanston 
and Swanson (1976), and Easterbrook (1983, 2000). However, other modern 
debris events on the Radonski and Sygitowicz Creek fans that also contained a 
high percentage of woody debris behaved as flows and spread out across the 
fan surface as such.
Probably the most widely accepted references for mass wasting 
terminology is Varnes (1978), recently updated by Cruden and Varnes (1996). 
Cruden and Varnes (1996) use a naming convention formed first by the material 
and second by the type of movement. Descriptors are added (first by time, then 
spatial location) as more information about the movement is available.
The term “debris flow” as used in this paper is short for “extremely rapid 
channelized debris flow” as termed by Cruden and Varnes (1996). Debris flows 
in this paper will generally describe all processes that entrain large volumes of 
sediment or woody debris and transport it from the contributing drainage basin 
via existing channels to the lower alluvial fan surface. Debris flows are episodic
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events that are generally the result of mass wasting or dam break floods in the 
contributing basin.
Based on the Cruden and Varnes (1996) criteria, debris flows that contain 
abundant woody debris would be called “extremely-rapid channelized woody 
debris flows”, here shortened to “woody debris flows”. Because the term debris 
torrent is used differently by local researchers, and in order to present the 
results of this study to researchers outside this region, I will use the term woody 
debris flow to describe wood-rich debris events such as debris torrent, flush out, 
and sluice out mentioned in reports of the study area (Johnson, 1980; 
Easterbrook, 1983; Syverson, 1984; Orme, 1989, 1990; Whatcom County 
Planning Department, 1992). In the category of woody debris flow I include all 
episodic, long-runout, wood-rich, mass wasting events that may include a 
continuum of channelized debris-transporting processes.
Landslides
The term “landslide” as used in this paper is short for “shallow-rapid landslide” 
described by Cruden and Varnes (1996).
Normal Stream Flow
The term “normal stream flow” refers to the process by which particles are 
moved in traction (the grain by grain entrainment, transport and deposition of 
individual larger particles along creek bed) or in suspension (fine particles 
carried in suspension by turbulence in the flow) (Smith, 1986). Normal stream
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flow has a low sediment to water ratio and may be responsible for limited 
reworking of the fan surface.
Alluvial Fan Processes
Alluvial fans form wherever rates of sediment delivery from contributing 
basins exceed the rate of sediment removal from receiving basins (Rochocki, 
1981; Ritter and Brink,1986; Leece, 1990). Alluvial fan construction in the late 
Pleistocene and early Holocene in the Cascade foothills of northwest 
Washington was initially a product of de-glaciation as drift was eroded by 
streams and debris flows and deposited at the interface between steep mountain 
slopes and valley floors or bodies of water (Whatcom County Planning 
Department, 1992; Dragovich et al., 1997). Many paraglacial fans of British 
Columbia (Ryder, 1970), Iran (Beaumont, 1972), Canadian Rockies, European 
Alps, Scandinavia, and New Zealand’s South Island (Eyies et al., 1988; Orme, 
1989) formed similarly. Fan aggradation on these types of fans should have 
decreased from the mid Holocene to the present as the glacial sediment was 
depleted or stabilized. When fan aggradation stops, stream incision and 
channel stabilization occur on the fans. Subsequently, paraglacial fan surfaces 
will stabilize and, if located in a humid region, fan vegetation will mature.
Holocene fan-channel stabilization has indeed been observed in some 
areas of the Pacific Northwest. Alluvial fans in southern British Columbia 
stabilized during the late Holocene following aggradation in the mid Holocene 
(as dated by Mount Mazama tephra, 6,600 years B.P.) and to a lesser degree in
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the beginning of the late Holocene (as dated by Mount St. Helens tephra, 3,400 
years B.P.) (Ryder, 1970; Church and Ryder, 1972). Since those dating events, 
deep channel incision has occurred.
Recent and widespread debris flows in the Cascade foothills of northwest 
Washington have deposited material on many fan surfaces over the last century 
(Johnson, 1980; Easterbrook, 1983; Weden etal., 1983; Syverson, 1984;
Gowen 1989; Orme, 1989, 1990; Whatcom County Planning Department, 1992; 
Ballerini, 1993; Raines et al.,1996a; Raines et al.,1996b). Channel incision is 
not significant on many of these fans. This study will determine if debris flow 
activity is restricted to the last century or if the three fans experienced debris 
flows and aggradation throughout the Holocene.
It is evident that, although alluvial fans of the Cascades foothills of 
northwest Washington may be paraglacial, drainage basins are still reaching 
equilibrium. Other sediment-producing variables associated with fan building 
are rainfall, earthquake, forest fire, volcanic eruption, and human impact. 
Storm-Induced Landslides and Debris flows
Climate has been linked with alluvial fan aggradation. Landslides, debris 
flows and fan aggradation occurred in response to heavy rainfall globally in New 
South Wales (Wasson, 1979), Puerto Rico (Jibson, 1989), New Zealand 
(Pierson, 1981), in the eastern United States in the Appalachian Mountains 
(Pomeroy, 1980; Neary and Swift, 1987; Gryta and Barholomew, 1989;
Jacobson et al., 1989; Kochel, 1990), and in the United States from California
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(Wieczorek, 1987; Hubert and Filipov, 1989) through Washington (Johnson, 
1980; Syverson, 1984; Gowen, 1989; Orme, 1989, 1990; Gerstal and Brunengo, 
1994) to southwestern British Columbia (Church and Miles, 1987). The 
combination of rapid snow melt with saturated soils also has been linked to 
landslides and debris flows (Jakob et al., 1997).
Earthquake-Induced Landslides
There are many studies linking landslides with seismic events (Makaov 
and Agafonov, 1997). Earthquakes as small as magnitude 4.0 may dislodge 
landslides from susceptible slopes, and larger earthquakes can generate tens of 
thousands of landslides throughout areas of thousands of square kilometers, 
producing huge quantities of loose sediment (Keefer, 1999). Earthquake- 
induced landslides may deposit material directly on alluvial fan surfaces or 
generate large amounts of sediment that may be later transported to fans by 
episodic debris flows or by normal stream flow (Keefer, 1999).
Drainages highly susceptible to earthquake-induced landslides are 
composed of bedrock that is weakly cemented or have slopes composed of 
intensely weathered material, such as areas with rainfall greater than 150 
centimeters per year (Keefer, 1999). Additionally, elevated pore pressures 
associated with saturated slope conditions can reduce slope stability, thus 
increasing the probability of slope failure during earthquakes (Chleborad and 
Schuster, 1998).
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Earthquake-induced landslides on steep drainages with loose saturated 
slopes may progressively change into highly-fluid debris flows that can move 
from tributaries into higher order channels, sometimes incorporating sufficient 
water to move as hyperconcentrated flows (Schuster et al., 1996). Earthquake- 
induced landslides and debris flows may also form short-lived debris dams 
where flows are impeded by narrow bedrock channels (Schuster et al., 1996).
Types of earthquake-induced landslides in this region and their 
distribution appear to depend on local geologic conditions, earthquake 
magnitudes, shaking intensities, seismic moment, and distance from epicenters. 
Forest Fires
The fire history in the study area suggests a fire every 100 to 400 years 
(Henderson, USFS, written communication, 2000). Forest fires influence slope 
erosion by causing a sharp decrease in the rate at which water infiltrates into 
soil, and by killing the roots of trees and shrubs that reinforce soils laterally and 
bind thin soils to partially fractured bedrock (Benda et al., 1997). Landslides and 
debris flows are more likely to occur after a forest fire when soils are exposed 
and root strength is lowest (O’Loughlin, 1972). Based on field studies of 
Douglas fir forests, sediment output is five times greater after a fire and requires 
25 years to return to ambient levels (Agee, 1993).
Fire interactions with soil are significant because most fires spread by 
combustion of organic matter in contact with the soil (Agee, 1993). Many soils 
exhibit water repellent properties after being exposed to moderate fires (200° to
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300° C) (Agee, 1993). More intense fires (>300° C) will destroy the water 
repellency of surface soils but not affect the repellency of subsurface soils (Sidle 
et al., 1985; Agee, 1993). During subsequent storms, overland flow and rilling of 
slopes have a strong capacity to deliver sediment to stream channels (Wells, 
1987; Agee, 1993).
A less obvious form of slope erosion that may occur immediately after a 
forest fire is dry ravel, which is the downslope movement of individual grains or 
soil aggregates (Sidle et al., 1985). Dry ravel has been linked to a reduction of 
the bulk density of surface soils that occurs immediately after a fire (Sidle et al., 
1985). Reduced bulk soil density may cause a decrease in the internal angle of 
friction between soil grains (Sidle et al., 1985). Dry ravel is most prominent on 
steep slopes (>30°) of dry, loose material (Sidle et al., 1985).
Lightning is the primary natural source of forest fires (Agee, 1993). The 
Pacific Northwest averages 25 to 100 lightning fires per million hectares per year 
(Agee, 1993). The number of lightning fires in the Pacific Northwest is not 
extreme compared to other parts of the world, but can explain much, if not all, of 
the historic fire activity recorded in this region (Agee, 1993).
There are records of prehistoric and early historic fires set in the Pacific 
Northwest by native peoples (Boyd, 1999); however, there is no mention of 
purposeful burning by the Nooksack peoples in studies by Reid (1987) or 
Hudson (1994). Accidental fires set by the Nooksack peoples is a possibility.
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Volcanic Activity
In volcanically active areas of the world, alluvial fans continue to aggrade 
episodically in response to tephra production (Sidle et al., 1985; Thurber, 1993; 
Suwa and Yamakoshi, 1997). Mount Baker is a large stratovolcano in 
northwestern Washington about 30 kilometers east of the field area. Mount 
Baker has had as many as eight eruptions in past 200 years (1820(7), 1843, 
1846, 1853-54, 1858, 1859-60, 1863, 1870) (Hoblitt et al., 1987). Knowledge of 
Mount Baker is limited to those parts of its history not covered by glaciers. The 
existence of large glacially carved cirques on the north slopes of the volcano 
demonstrate that its construction was largely completed by the time of the last 
major Pleistocene glaciation, sometime between 25,000 and 10,000 years ago 
(Hoblitt et al., 1987). Native American lore suggests a 450-meter-wide vent 
south of the summit may have formed in the 18th or early 19th century. During 
the last 10,000 years, one pyroclastic flow, at least four small tephra-producing 
events, two or more lava flows, and at least eight mudflows occurred (Hoblitt et 
al., 1987). The lack of a major eruption suggests that thick tephra accumulation 
in the field area was not a factor leading to debris flow occurrence during the 
Holocene.
Modern Land Use
Human development impacts hillslope instability and subsequent alluvial 
fan aggradation. Numerous studies have documented an increase in rates of 
shallow landsliding following timber harvest. These landslides are attributed to
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failures of logging roads, loss of root strength, reduced evapotranspiration and 
changes in volume and rate of snowmelt (Fredriksen, 1970; Sidle et al., 1985). 
Bierman et al. (1977) found that Vermont fans have aggraded more quickly in 
the last 200 years than at any time in the past 8,000 years. They contribute the 
sharp increases in sedimentation to extensive land clearing and agriculture 
during this country’s colonial period.
Surface deposits of the three study fans contain very little sediment of 
glacial origin, suggesting that modern debris-producing processes are no longer 
associated with de-glaciation. Debris production can be, and often is, a 
combination of the above sediment-producing agents. These variables make it 
difficult to predict hillslope stability and fan aggradation on a regional scale. 
Thus smaller areas must be examined individually to determine slope stability 
and fan activity.
Northwest Washington Alluvial Fans
Locally, twenty-two alluvial fans in Whatcom County and Skagit County 
experienced net aggradation in response to storm induced debris flows in 
January, 1983 (Orme, 1989; Whatcom County Planning Department, 1992). 
These events prompted a study by Orme (1989, 1990) to determine recurrence 
intervals of debris flows on northwest Washington alluvial fans. Orme (1989, 
1990) examined historical records, climatic data, dendro-chronology, channel 
deposits, lake sediments, and fan stratigraphy for Whatcom County and the 
southerly adjacent Skagit County. From these studies, Orme (1989, 1990)
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concluded that debris flows have been a recurring process on steep, wooded 
terrain in northwest Washington for at least 3,400 years. Orme (1989, 1990) 
tentatively concluded that moderate to large debris flows occur, on average, 
every sixty-seven years and extremely large debris flows occur an average of 
every 481 years. The accelerated late Holocene aggradation observed by Orme 
(1989, 1990) contrasts with the development of alluvial fans in southern British 
Columbia (Ryder, 1970).
Four studies on alluvial fan hazards have been initiated by Whatcom 
County: Alluvial Fans & Deltas Flood Hazard Areas (Weden et al., 1983),
Alluvial Fan Hazard Areas (Whatcom County Planning Department, 1992),
Jones Creek Alluvial Fan Analysis (Raines et al., 1996a), Glacier and Gallop 
Creek Alluvial Fan Analysis (Raines et al., 1996b).
Although 35 of the 150-plus alluvial fans in Whatcom County have been 
studied in moderate detail, these studies were based only on historic accounts of 
flood events and fan surface characteristics. There is very little information 
available on debris flow rheology, magnitude, and frequency. The shortage of 
information on debris flows is due in part to the lack of preserved fan surfaces, 
which are thickly vegetated or have been altered by residents. Additionally, 
Whatcom County, as with many other government and private agencies, does 
not have sufficient budget, access, or incentive to do extensive trenching and 
stratigraphic analysis. As a result, Whatcom County investigations only include 
fan aggradational histories covering this century.
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Field Area
Geology
The bedrock of western Whatcom County is the Chuckanut Formation, 
the remains of a large fluvial system that occupied western Washington during 
the Eocene Epoch, 58 to 37 million years ago (Johnson, 1984) (Figure 1.3). The 
Chuckanut Formation has since been compressed into a series of north-south- 
trending anticlines and synclines. The bedrock underlying the study area is 
mapped as the Bellingham Bay Member, the lowest member of the Chuckanut 
Formation (Johnson, 1984). The Bellingham Bay Member consists of alternating 
coarse-grained sandstone, minor conglomerate, fine-grained mudstone with 
minor sandstone, black shale and coal organized into upward fining cycles 
(Johnson, 1984).
Western Whatcom County was glaciated at least four times by continental 
ice sheets and alpine glaciers during the Pleistocene, 2.5 million years to ten 
thousand years ago (Easterbrook, 1971). These ice sheets advanced from the 
north to south, scouring valleys, overrunning mountains, and leaving thick 
accumulations of sediment over parts of the land surface. The fourth and most 
recent advance, the Fraser Glaciation, which lasted from twenty thousand to ten 
thousand years ago, buried evidence of the first three glacial advances 
(Easterbrook, 1971).
Alpine glaciers in the North Cascades reached their maximum around 
eighteen thousand years ago but still occupy the higher elevations of local
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mountains (Easterbrook, 1971). Alpine glaciers combined with the advancing 
ice sheet scoured valley floors, created steep U-shaped valleys and left thick 
deposits of sediment throughout western Whatcom County. During the most 
recent alpine glacial maximum, a north-flowing alpine glacier, originating at the 
Twin Sister Mountain range to the west of the field area, occupied the South 
Fork Nooksack valley (Kovanan, 1996). This glacier did not reach this field 
area, but remnants of its outwash terrace still occupy the valley (Dragovich et al., 
1997). The three study fans may be built on this outwash.
At the end of the Pleistocene, as ice retreated, the land gradually rose 
through the process of isostatic rebound. Given the over-steepened slopes, the 
large volume of unconsolidated and unsupported glacial sediment on valley 
walls, and the increased streamflow, mass wasting likely occurred on a large 
scale. The Whatcom County Planning Department (1992) believes that many 
fans in Whatcom County were built by this type of post-glacial erosion. Today, 
scattered layers of glacial drift (Johnson, 1984) and thin forest soils rest atop 
steep bedrock throughout the upper basins (Department of Agriculture, 1992). 
Many of these soils are naturally unstable (Department of Agriculture, 1992).
The South Fork River valley is composed of Holocene alluvium over a 
Pleistocene outwash plain (Dragovich et al., 1997). The meandering South Fork 
Nooksack River has incised into this surface, leaving scattered terrace remnants 
along the valley margins. Coalescing Holocene alluvial fans and debris cones
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along the valley sides obscure most of the outwash terrace still remaining 
(Dragovich et al., 1997).
Topography
Hardscrabble Creek, Sygitowicz Creek and Radonski Creek are second 
and third order ephemeral streams located on the east slope of Stuart Mountain 
(800 to 900 meter elevation) and drain into the north-flowing South Fork 
Nooksack River (75 to 80 meter elevation) where they have built alluvial fan 
systems. The three creeks, as with many other mountain creeks in the region, 
have historically experienced high stream-flow and mass wasting such as 
hillslope debris-slides and inner gorge failures in their upper drainages and 
debris flows on their fan surfaces (Whatcom County Planning Department, 
1992). All three fans contain areas classified as debris event hazard zones 
(Whatcom County Planning Department, 1992). They all are located less than 
nineteen linear kilometers from Bellingham, WA, and are less than 2.5 
kilometers from each other.
Table 1.1 below shows the size and elevation of the three drainage basin/fan 
systems (Figure 1.4).
Table 1.1
creek name basin size (km=^)
maximum basin 
elevation
(meters above sea level)
fan size (km^)
Sygitowicz 5.5 930 0.61
Radonski 0.36 685 0.22
Hardscrabble 2.2 855 0.28
(USGS 7.5 Min. Quads: Deming, WA. 1972, revised 1994; Lawrence, WA1952, revised 1994)
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The three drainages are strongly dissected with steep valley sides, 
generally 40 percent, but may exceed 60 percent. Vertical falls are prominent in 
the lower reaches of all three creeks just prior to flowing into the South Fork 
Valley (Figure 1.5).
The lower skirt of the Hardscrabble fan, the Radonski fan and, to a lesser 
degree, the Sygitowicz fan have been truncated by lateral erosion of the 
meandering South Fork Nooksack River. Primitive surveyors maps from 1885, 
supported by geomorphologic features, show that the South Fork Nooksack 
River flowed further west historically than it does today, resulting in the erosion 
of the mid and lower portions of Hardscrabble and Radonski fans (Figure 1.6). 
Another sudden drop higher up on the Radonski fan suggests that the Nooksack 
laterally eroded even further west into the alluvial fans than its 1885 location. 
Since 1885, the South Fork has avulsed eastward away from the fans but still 
occupies the west side of the South Fork Nooksack Valley. The river has left 
small oxbow lakes along its 1885 route along with flatter terrain characteristic of 
river flood deposits. Such geomorphologic features are not found further west 
on the fan. If they occurred further west, they have been covered by subsequent 
debris flows.
Climatic Setting
Whatcom County is typical of the northwest Cascades, with dry summers 
and cool wet winters and the higher elevations receiving much more 
precipitation. Average precipitation in Whatcom County ranges from 90 to 120
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centimeters per year along the coast, 160 to 180 centimeters per year in the 
Nooksack Valley and may exceed 250 centimeters per year in the upper 
foothills. The heaviest rainfall occurs between late October and February, 
causing the highest streamflows and triggering most mass wasting events. Most 
precipitation occurs as rain but snow may sometimes occur at elevations as low 
as 100 meters leaving temporary snowpacks.
Vegetation
The valley bottom and distal parts of the alluvial fans are primarily 
managed for agriculture (crops and dairy). Forests here are patchy, young, and 
dominated by hardwood species such as red alder, big leaf maple, and black 
cottonwood (Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996).
The valley walls are forested, dominated by Douglas fir and western 
hemlock with occasional western redcedar (Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996).
In riparian areas, as well as some upland forests on lower slopes, the 
over story also contains hardwoods such as red alder, black cottonwood and 
bigleaf maple. Salmonberry, devil’s club, and stingy nettle are also common in 
riparian zones. Sword fern and huckleberry dominate the understory scrub 
vegetation (Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996).
Land Use
Specific details of early land use for each individual drainage is scant; 
however, the following description of the lower South Fork Nooksack Valley 
gives a general idea of the conditions of the three drainages themselves.
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The exact time of human occupation of the study area is unknown, 
although early accounts of white explorers describe a heavily forested South 
Fork Valley containing a village of Nooksack Indians (Benda and Veldhuisen, 
1996). The earliest mention of the Nooksack peoples in the literature occurred 
in 1830 (Reid, 1987). The Nooksack people had no known villages at the study 
area, but villages existed to the north at the confluence of the middle and south 
forks of the Nooksack River, to the east across the valley, and approximately 
eight kilometers to the south along the western edge of the valley (Reid, 1987).
The earliest historic records indicate that, prior to channel clearing in the 
late 1930’s, the South Fork Nooksack River was not confined to a stable channel 
but instead occupied a complex floodplain with numerous logjams and many side 
channels (Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996). The valley floor was forested with 
coniferous and deciduous trees and also contained extensive riverine wetlands, 
sloughs and beaver ponds (Benda and Veldhuisen,1996).
Valley slopes were heavily forested with conifers periodically destroyed 
by (100 to 400 year return interval) catastrophic wildfires (Flenderson, USFS, 
oral communication, 2000). A large wildfire occurred shortly before 1885 and 
burned much of the forest along the western slopes of Stuart Mountain (Benda 
and Veldhuisen, 1996; Henderson, USFS, written communication, 2000).
In the 1880’s the arrival of the first permanent Euro-American settlers 
began a period of logging and land clearing that lasted into the mid-1900’s. A 
railroad line into the valley was established in 1891 (Benda and Veldhuisen,
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1996). The upper drainage of Radonski Creek was logged at the turn of the 
century by springboard logging methods as indicated by the old growth stumps 
on the creek side walls (Whatcom County Planning Department, 1992).
By the 1940’s, most of the entire valley bottom, including fan surfaces, had 
been logged and cleared for agricultural use (Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996). 
Unburned upland forests had been logged, except for some steep lower slope 
areas (Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996). Wetlands were filled or drained, oxbows 
disconnected from the main channel, and streambanks reinforced against the 
resulting higher flow energy of the South Fork Nooksack River. Since the 
1940’s, the only additional land development in the South Fork Nooksack Valley 
has been an increase in scattered rural residences. Several homes or farms 
occupy each of the study fans, and at least 80 percent of the fan surfaces have 
been previously logged or cleared for agriculture. The South Fork channel has 
continued its further straightening and bank reinforcement since the 1940’s as 
well (Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996).
Accelerated logging in the mid 1960’s and 1970’s reached the upper 
drainages (Johnson, 1980). Logging along ridge tops occurred first, followed by 
logging of the harder to access steep slopes. Harvest methods included patch 
cutting linked by a series of logging roads. Harvest operations probably 
destroyed a large part of the existing shrub and ground cover (Johnson, 1980). 
Replanting of the slopes did not occur until 1973, and some slopes were
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sprayed in 1976 to kill hardwoods interfering with the growth of the replanted fir 
trees (Johnson, 1980).
Clearcut logging over this century left numerous abandoned roads 
traversing the Hardscrabble and Sygitowicz basins. Logging also left abundant 
slash and woody debris in the drainages and channels. This material was 
delivered to the alluvial fans during the large debris flow events of the late 
1970’s and early 1980’s (Johnson, 1980). Road building and harvest of second 
growth timber is ongoing in the Sygitowicz Creek basin and is planned in the 
Hardscrabble Creek basin (Soicher, oral communication, 1997).
History of Mass Wasting in the Upper Basins
Shallow-rapid landslides and debris flows are the dominant form of mass 
wasting in steep forested areas underlain by the Chuckanut Formation 
(Syverson, 1984; Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996). Over the last 40 years (the 
length of the aerial photograph record) the three creeks have experienced 
numerous landslides in their upper drainages. The majority of landslides 
originate in either the steep convergent areas of first order channels (bedrock 
hollows), within inner gorges, or with the failure of landings and mid-slope 
logging roads (Johnson, 1980; Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996). Once initiated, 
landslides accelerate downslope to velocities exceeding ten meters per second 
when they eventually reach stream channels (Orme, 1990).
Landslide inventories as part of the Acme Watershed Analysis (Benda 
and Veldhuisen, 1996) and the Whatcom County Planning Department (1992)
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report that no landslide scars were identifiable in 1947 aerial photos before 
harvest in Hardscrabble, Radonski and Sygitowicz basins (Weden et al., 1983). 
Following logging from 1947 to 1955, several landslide scars originate at logging 
roads. A half dozen or more landslide scars are identified in harvested areas in 
the air photo record from 1967 to 1974. Some expansion of existing slides tracts 
due to erosion and adjacent smaller slides occurred between 1974 and 1976 
(Johnson, 1980). No disturbances were identified on slopes that were not 
previously logged (Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996). Landslide occurrence peaked 
in the late 1970’s to mid 1980’s coinciding with peaks in timber harvest, logging 
road construction, and large winter storms (Figures 1.7 and 1.8) (Johnson, 1980; 
Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996).
Many long-time residents in this region think that large debris flows were 
generally a result of logging in the upper drainages as evidenced by the 
presence of butt-cut logs in the deposits. In the last 50 years this may be true, 
yet the abundance of woody debris in the pre-logging Nooksack River valley 
suggests mass wasting has been occurring naturally since before human 
occupation of these valleys (Orme, 1990). Settlers to northwest Washington in 
the 1850’s found most rivers and creeks jammed with large organic debris. The 
‘Big Jam’ on the Nooksack River, noted by government surveyors, and not 
removed until 1877, “extended in one huge conglomeration of logs, stumps and 
brush for nearly one mile...so long had it been there that brush and trees had 
taken root” (Jeffcott diary quoted in Orme, 1990). In 1881, prior to large-scale
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timber harvest, Morse noted that, “for the next twenty miles there is a jam across 
the river nearly every mile in the South Fork Nooksack valley” (Morse diary 
quoted in Orme, 1990).
Although landsliding was common in the upper drainages from the early 
1950’s through the mid 1980’s, historic debris flows did not start occurring on the 
three fan surfaces until 1979 (Whatcom County Planning Department, 1992). 
This hiatus suggests that a build-up of landslide debris, along with logging slash 
and natural occurring woody debris in the upper drainage, produced the bulk of 
material being delivered to the fan surface during modern debris flows.
Soil and debris entering a stream channel via a landslide may behave two 
ways: the debris may be concentrated in the steeper first and second-order 
creek channels and, if the creek has sufficient flow, continue downstream as a 
debris flow (Benda and Cundy, 1990), or a slide may enter the creek channel 
and temporarily block it, creating a small debris dam (Johnson, 1980). Debris 
dams, also known as debris-jams, are naturally occurring: however logging 
activities may increase the volume of material stored (Benda and Veldhuisen, 
1996). Eventually the debris dams will either become saturated and fail or 
overtop and fail. The failure produces a dam break flood and may, if large 
enough, initiate a debris flow.
Most of the debris flows inventoried in the Acme Watershed Analysis 
were the result of dam break floods (Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996); however, 
some debris flows were initiated by landslides, particularly those occurring
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during large winter storms in 1979, 1982 and 1983 (Johnson, 1980; Syverson, 
1984; Benda and Veldhuisen, 1996).
Debris flows with sufficient fluidity and momentum will scour sediment and 
debris in and along the channel and destroy debris dams. In this way the debris 
flow will propagate downstream, often in surges reflecting entrainment of new 
material or the breaching of debris dams. Debris flows in the upper basins of 
Hardscrabble Creek and Sygitowicz Creek will incorporate huge volumes of 
channel-stored material before they reach the fan surface. A debris flow with an 
initial volume of ten cubic meters of material may eventually move more than 
10,000 cubic meters of material downstream (Orme, 1990). In the lower basins 
the creeks drop at least 120 meters to the fan surfaces. Thus debris flows must 
be moving at incredible speeds when they reach the upper portions of the fans. 
Effects of Debris flows on Alluvial Fans
The three creeks have experienced at least two major debris flows on 
each of their respective fans within the last twenty-one years. Table 1.2 shows 
timing and distribution of modern debris flows on the three study fans (Whatcom 
County Planning Department, 1992; Flynn, oral communication, 1998; 
Rodenhuis, oral communication, 1998).
Table 1.2
alluvial fan
1917
debris flow
1979
debris flow
1982
debris flow
1983
debris flow
Sygitowicz X? X X X
Radonski ? X X
Hardscrabble 7 X X
(Whatcom County Planning, 1992)
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Orme (1990) examined old newspaper articles for Whatcom and Skagit 
County, which is adjacent to the south, and found noteworthy floods and debris 
flows mentioned 1885, 1892, 1893, 1899, 1917, 1932, and 1949. Of these,
Orme (1990) suggests that only the 1917 storm appears to have been large 
enough to produce regional mass wasting. A three meter high berm consisting 
of boulders and butt-cut logs with 70 to 80 year old trees growing atop it lines 
the channel from the apex of the Sygitowicz fan to Hillside Road and suggests 
that an earlier debris flow inundated Sygitowicz Creek early in this century. The 
presence of the debris berm, along with other records from Whatcom and Skagit 
Counties, suggests that debris flows may have inundated Sygitowicz fan and 
perhaps the other two fans in response to the large storm in 1917 (Johnson 
1980; Orme, 1989; Whatcom County Planning Department, 1992).
Modern debris flows have been described as a rapidly moving mixture of 
water, gravel, and boulders with a high concentration of woody debris including 
logs up to one meter in diameter (Whatcom County Planning Department, 1992). 
Traveling at high initial velocities as they reach the apex of the fans, debris flows 
destroyed stands of trees, bridges, power poles, and structures on the fan 
surface (Whatcom County Planning Department, 1992). Debris flows are also 
responsible for re-directing creek channels, and in this manner destroyed 
segments of Hillside Road, which traverses all three fans (Whatcom County 
Planning Department, 1992). Photos taken by fan residents after the events 
show debris flow deposits that range from two to three meter high accumulations
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of boulders and logs mixed with gravel on the upper fans, to thin (10 to 15 cm 
thick) layers of fine wood and gravel on the distal fans. A more intensive 
examination of modern debris flow rheology is discussed and a facies model for 
northwest fans is described in Chapter Two.
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1.1a Large logs slammed into the Flynn’s house on the Sygitowicz fan in the early 
morning of December 14,1979. The concrete and stone porch saved the house from 
being swept away, which was occupied by the Flynns at the time.
1.1b Looking down the Radonski Creek fan at deposits left by a debris flow in 1983. 
This flow covered Hillside Road (at power pole) but luckily by-passed most of the 
Rodenhuis’s house and Barn.
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Figure 1.2 Field Area Locator Map
British Columbia, Canada
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Alluvial fan deposits - diamicton (Holocene and Pleistocene?). Hatched areas represent 
post-1885 meander course of South Fork Nooksack River. These areas are a mix of 
modern river deposits (Qa) overlain by post-1885 debris flow deposits (Qaf).
Mass-wastage deposits - undivided; diamicton; rock or debris avalanche deposits and 
Ql®™ talus may locally grade into alluvial fan deposits; may contain glacial deposits 
(Holocene and Pleistocene?)
Qg^ Outwash - gravel, sand, rare silt and clay (Sumas Stade of Fraser Glaciation, Pleistocene)
Q_| Glacial deposits - till of Vason Stade and/or glaciomarine drift of Everson Interstade 
(Fraser Glaciation, Pleistocene)
_ Bellingham Bay Member of the Chuckanut Formation (Oligocene? to Eocene) 
polymictic conglomerate, arkose, siltstone, shale, and coal
......... •. Alluvial fan border (approximated)
---------Anticline - dashed where inferred 1'
---------Syncline - dashed where inferred | ^
unnamed feult - direction of movement is not 
shown on 1997 WADNR geologic map.
Terrace scarp - haches on scarp side
^40 Strike and Dip - numeral shows dip angle 
in decrees
Modified with pennission from Oeming Quad. Geologic 
Map produced by WAONR (Dragovich, J. D.; Norman, D. 
K.; Haugerud, R. A.; Pringle, P. T.) 1997
Haugerud, R. A.; Pringle, P. T.) 1997
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Figure 1.6 South Fork Nooksack River Meander History Map.
1994 River Course
1885 river course
(Surveyors Map, 1885)
pre-1885 river course
(speculation based 
on fan profile)
one mile
Base Map; USGS 7.5 Min. Quad. Deming, WA. 1972, revised 1994. 40 ft. contour
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Figure 1.8 Storm-Induced Mass Wasting in Sygitowicz Basin
Oblique aerial photo shows landslide scars and debris flow tracks in the Sygitowicz basin in 
response to the January, 1983 storm. Notice many of the landslides originate at old logging 
roads.
private photo from Rolli Geppert in: Gerstel, J. G. and Brunengo, M.J., 1994. Mass Wasting on the Urban Fringe. Washington 
Geology. July 1994, v. 22, no. 2, p. 11-17
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Chapter 2 - Facies Model Development
Introduction
This chapter details the development of a facies model for local alluvial 
fans with contributing basins composed of Chuckanut Formation. A facies 
model, as used in this study, defines a relationship between the fan deposits and 
the processes that deposited them.
Methods Overview
A facies model was developed from examination of modern fan deposits 
left by six debris flows occurring from 1979 to 1983 on the three fans under 
study (Figure 2.1). Also examined were deposits from creeks that occupy the 
three fans, overbank deposits from the South Fork Nooksack River, which flows 
along the distal margin of each fan, and oxbow lakes that occupy the Radonski 
and Hardscrabble fans. Characteristics of the deposits were combined with 
information on debris flow rheology described or depicted in old newspaper 
articles, photographs, county reports, and first-hand accounts of local residents 
occupying the fans during these events. Seventeen locations over the three 
study fans were investigated. Test pits were dug into the deposits by shovel, 
backhoe and, in the Hardscrabble oxbow lake, a coring device. Strata were 
documented, and sediment samples were taken. Creek channels on the 
present-day fan were examined in order to identify ancient creek deposits found 
in the fan stratigraphy. Flood, oxbow lake, and point bar deposits from the South
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Fork Nooksack River were also sampled and added to the facies model (Figure 
2.2).
Sediment samples taken from debris flow deposits were oven-dried and 
sieved using standard screens and a RoTap machine. Grain size was classified 
using the Wentworth Scale and in Phi units
The facies model was crosschecked with alluvial fan facies models used 
by other sedimentologists (Smith 1986; Blair and McPherson 1994; Boggs,
1995). The final facies model evolved from a composite of deposits from all the 
sites.
Modern Debris Flows
Locating deposits
Although much of the modern debris flows (1979 to 1983) that covered 
parts of the fan surface, such as roads, bridges and yards, were cleaned up after 
these events, some of the debris flow deposits were left untouched. After fifteen 
to twenty years the undisturbed deposits were so overgrown with vegetation and 
integrated with the surrounding fan surface that landowners Larry Flynn, Wiliam 
Rodenhuis and Bill Sterling personally needed to locate them. At some 
locations, such as a partially destroyed pole house on Radonski fan, the 
deposits were perfectly preserved (Figures 2.3). At another location on the 
Hardscrabble fan, the 1983 debris flow deposits were found stacked upon the 
1979 debris flow deposits (Figure 2.4).
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Debris Flow Rheology
It is now necessary to differentiate between the fan aggradational 
properties that up to this point I have generally referred to as “debris flows”. 
There are three main types of debris flows described: Woody debris flows and 
gravelly debris flows, named based on the criteria described by Cruden and 
Varnes (1996), and hyperconcentrated flows, named based on descriptions by 
Beverage and Culbertson (1964), and later modified by Costa (1988).
Debris flows, in general, are non-Newtonian viscoplastic or dilatent fluids 
having laminar flow, uniform sediment profiles, sediment concentrations ranging 
from 70 to 90 percent by weight (47 to 77 percent by volume), and high shear 
strengths (>400 dynes/cm^) (Costa, 1988).
Hyperconcentrated flows are moderately turbulent to laminar non- 
Newtonian fluids with non-uniform to uniform sediment profiles; sediment 
concentrations ranging from 40 to 70 percent by weight (20 to 47 percent by 
volume), and moderate shear strengths (100 to 400 dynes/cm^) (Costa, 1988).
Alternating gravelly debris flows and hyperconcentrated flows I name as 
mixed flows, described later in this chapter.
The following process descriptions are based on accounts from fan 
residents, except where otherwise noted.
Woody Debris Flows
Woody debris flows, short for extremely-rapid, channelized, woody debris 
flows are named based on the criteria described by Cruden and Varnes (1996).
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Woody debris flows are episodic, long-runout, wood-rich, mass wasting events 
that may include a continuum of channelized debris-transporting processes. I 
use the term woody debris flow to describe wood-rich debris events such as 
debris torrent, flush out, and sluice out mentioned in reports of the study area 
(Johnson, 1980; Easterbrook, 1983; Weden etal, 1983; Syverson, 1984; Orme, 
1989, 1990; Whatcom County Planning Department, 1992).
Woody debris flows were the first debris flows to occur on each fan after a 
period of quiescence of at least 60 years. These flows scoured the channels, 
entraining accumulated wood and sediment (Johnson, 1980). Fan residents 
described woody debris flows as being swift and very destructive. As a result, 
these types of flows are more often mentioned in the local newspapers and 
county reports.
Woody debris flows propagating down the steep upper drainage channels 
are described as sounding, “like an earthquake” by one fan resident and, “like a 
jet airplane about to crash” by another resident (Flynn, oral communication,
1997; Rodenhuis, oral communication, 1997). The sound may have saved the 
lives of members of the Rodenhuis Family on two occasions as it allowed them 
to flee the fan before it was inundated by woody debris flows.
By the time woody debris flows reached the alluvial fans they were 
moving extremely fast. The change in creek gradient from the steep South Fork 
Nooksack valley wall to the fan surface caused the woody debris flows to slow
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and avulse from the existing creeks at or near the apex of the fans, leaving the 
creek channels here obstructed with debris.
The modern woody debris flows had a one to three meter high “front” or 
“leading edge” of large (0.5 to 1.5 m diameter) logs and boulders with woody 
debris and gravel that was pushed by a less viscous mixture of water, gravel, 
fine organics, and fine sediments (Figure 2.5) (Flynn, oral communication, 1997; 
Rodenhuis, oral communication, 1997; Bellingham Herald, 1979). The woody 
debris flows spread out over the fans at initial high velocities and destroyed 
houses on each of the fans, bridges on Hillside Road, and stands of small to 
medium sized trees occupying the upper fan surfaces. Once out of the channels 
the flows spread out and became thinner. The woody debris front stopped, 
leaving piles of logs wrapped around obstacles such as houses and mature 
trees occupying the mid fan (Figure 2.6a). The trailing less-viscous material 
flowed around these obstacles, finding conduits such as roads and fields and 
continued traveling down the fan gradient, often as separate flows (fingers), that 
settled to a stop before reaching the distal portion of the fans (Figure 2.6b). Of 
the six modern debris flows studied, only the 1979 woody debris flow on 
Hardscrabble fan transported large debris to the South Fork Nooksack River 
(Figure 2.7).
Deposition of material onto the fan surface from the woody debris flows 
ranged in duration from five minutes on the smaller Radonski fan, to a series of 
debris pulses that lasted 50 minutes on the larger Sygitowicz fan (Rodenhuis,
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oral communication, 1997; Flynn, oral communication, 1997). Immediately after 
the woody debris flow activity stopped, the swollen creeks avulsed from their 
obstructed channels, incised down into the fan surfaces, and created new 
channels (Figures 2.8). The creeks have since been redirected to their original 
channels.
Gravelly Debris Flows
In addition to woody debris flows, a second type of debris flow was 
witnessed occurring on all three fans. Gravelly debris flows, short for extremely- 
rapid, channelized, gravelly debris flows are named based on the criteria 
described by Cruden and Varnes (1996). Gravelly debris flows are episodic, 
long-runout, coarse-grained mass wasting events that may include a continuum 
of channelized debris-transporting processes such as debris torrent, flush out, 
and sluice ouf mentioned in reports of the study area (Johnson, 1980; 
Easterbrook, 1983; Weden etal, 1983; Syverson, 1984; Orme, 1989, 1990; 
Whatcom County Planning Department, 1992). Gravelly debris flows may 
contain abundant large woody debris but lack the fine organics that are the 
defining characteristic of woody debris flows. The lack of fine sediment in these 
deposits suggests that gravelly debris flows may also be classified as grain flows 
(Boggs, 1995).
Gravelly debris flows are described by fan residents as being rapid and 
destructive, similar to woody debris flows, or, as a series of smaller pulses of 
sediment occurring periodically over a whole day (Flynn, oral communication.
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1998). Gravelly debris flows are described as being less viscous than woody 
debris flows (Flynn, oral communication, 1998). These types of flows occurred 
historically on each fan one to four years after woody debris flows (Flynn, oral 
communication, 1998; Rodenhuis, 1997). They are described as a lobe-shaped 
dam of gravel and large woody debris being pushed along by a less viscous mix 
of gravel, floating logs and water (Flynn, oral communication, 1998). More 
viscous gravelly debris flows were observed by fan residents as clearing a path 
over the fan surface, while less viscous flows tended to flow around sturdy 
obstacles and subsequently traveled much further down the fan surface (Flynn, 
oral communication, 1998; Rodenhuis, oral communication, 1997). 
Hvperconcentrated Flows
A third type of flow was witnessed occurring on all three fans that have 
properties between a debris flow and a flood.
Hyperconcentrated flows witnessed in the study area are described as 
being less dramatic than woody debris flows, and, to a lesser degree, than 
gravelly debris flows, yet may be larger volumetrically and more laterally 
extensive. These deposits are found on all parts of the fan surfaces. 
Hyperconcentrated flows are reported to occur sporadically over a period of a 
day, sometimes alternating with gravelly debris flows (Flynn, oral 
communication, 1997). Hyperconcentrated flows are very fluid and tend to flow 
around most obstacles and subsequently travel much further down the fan and 
often reach the South Fork Nooksack River. There is little destruction caused by
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these types of flows except where material is deposited in and around structures 
(Flynn, oral communication, 1997; Rodenhuis, oral communication, 1997).
Mixed Flows
During the 1983 debris flows on Sygitowicz, Radonski and Hardscrabble 
fans, gravelly debris flow pulses alternated with hyperconcentrated flow pulses. 
Because both processes are sometimes part of a larger debris flow event it is 
necessary to create a phrase to describe this event. I name these mixed flows.
A mixed flow partially destroyed, and then filled, a shoddily constructed 
“pole house” on the Radonski fan during the 1983 debris flow event (Rodenhuis, 
oral communication, 1997). This same event carried two tractors sixty meters 
down fan and partially buried them (Rodenhuis, oral communication, 1997). A 
remnant water line on the inside of the pole house suggests that mixed flow 
deposits have a high percentage of water during transport but will dewater upon 
deposition (Figure 2.9). The pole house is not located in a depression so the 
water mark is not likely the result of flooding. Calculating the ratio of the current 
(1997) thickness of the deposit to its initial thickness (water mark) suggests that 
these types of flows have a large percentage of water, at least 26 percent. 
However, it is possible that a single hyperconcentrated flow pulse is responsible 
for the high water mark. If so, then the hyperconcentrated flow would have a 
much higher percentage of water than calculated.
Larry Flynn, a fan resident, observed that once a gravelly debris flow or 
hyperconcentrated flow comes to rest, the partially suspended sediment settles.
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and water accumulates on top of the deposit and drains down the fan surface 
(Flynn, personal communication, 1997). Flynn estimates that dewatering occurs 
over a period of hours after deposition. This estimate agrees with Lowe’s (1976) 
time estimate for dewatering of thick, fine-grained flows. Post-depositional 
dewatering is responsible for incising a series of 60 to 90 centimeter deep 
channels into distal portions of the Radonski and Sygitowicz fans (Figure 2.10).
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Description of Deposits
Test Pits
The seventeen test-pit locations were chosen in order to examine 
deposits associated with the modern debris flows and other fan processes 
(Figure 2.11). Test pits dug by hand ranged in depth from 0.5 to 1.2 meters. 
Test pits dug with a backhoe ranged in depth from 0.8 to 2.4 meters. The 
Hardscrabble oxbow was cored to one-meter depth using a four-inch-diameter 
PVC coring device. Test pit characteristics are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1
pit # name/location method depth (m) material
1 Hardscrabble Point Bar shovel 0.6 modern river gravel (crystalline composition)
2 Goat Heaven Pit backhoe 1.8 1979 over 1983 debris flow deposits
3 Hardscrabble Oxbow core 1.0 clay (deposited between 1885 to present)
4 Chicken Coop backhoe 1.8 1983 debris flow deposits
5 Outhouse pit backhoe 2.4 1979 debris flow over ancient deposits
6 Hardscrabble Ridge shovel 0.6 rounded Chuckanut gravel (paraglacial?)
7 Radonski Point Bar shovel 0.6 modern river gravel (crystalline composition)
8 Radonski Lower Field backhoe 1.0 river gravel (crystalline composition)
9 Pole House pit shovel 0.9 1983 debris flow deposits (Radonski)
10 Radonski Oxbow backhoe 0.8 clay (deposited between 1885 to present)
11 Two Tractors Pit shovel 1.2 1983 debris flow deposits (Radonski)
12 Birch Grove pit shovel 0.6 1982 debris flow deposits (Radonski)
13 Shed Roof pit shovel 0.5 1983 debris flow deposits (Sygitowicz)
14 Old Cedar pit shovel 0.5 1983 debris flow deposits (Sygitowicz)
15 Stingy Nettle pit shovel 0.5 1979 debris flow deposits (Sygitowicz)
16 Sygitowicz Point Bar shovel 0.6 modem river gravel (crystalline composition)
17 Hillside Road pit backhoe 1.2 ancient debris flow deposits
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Descriptions of debris flow deposits are based on the examination of in-situ 
fan deposits left from 1979 to 1984, and the grain-size analysis (Figures 2.12 
and 2.13). Other fan deposits examined include creek bed, oxbow lake, and 
point bar deposits of the South Fork Nooksack River. Fluvial deposits found in 
creek channels on the present-day fan were examined in order to identify 
ancient creek deposits found in the fan stratigraphy. These locations were too 
numerous to include in Table 2.1.
Woody Debris Flow Deposits (test pits 2, 12, 15)
Woody debris flow deposits are a poorly sorted mix of woody debris with 
silt, sand and gravel (Figure 2.8b). Average mode for three woody debris flow 
samples is 2.5 phi (0.875 mm), but the presence of sparse cobbles and boulders 
is reported by fan residents (Flynn, oral communication, 1997; Rodenhuis, oral 
communication, 1997). Clasts are sub-rounded to angular, predominately sub- 
angular. Clasts are composed of Chuckanut sandstone. The woody debris 
found in situ ranges in size from microscopic lichens and mosses to small (15 cm 
diameter) logs. Larger (1.5 m diameter) logs of western hemlock, red cedar and 
Douglas fir logs, described by fan residents and seen in old photos, were not 
observed in the deposits. Sieve results show that woody debris flow deposits 
contain seven percent woody debris by volume (dry weight). Because of size 
limitations of the sample bags and sieves, this estimate does not include wood 
fragments greater than eight centimeters in diameter and fifteen centimeters in 
length. I estimate woody content of these types of flows is 25 to 50 percent by
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volume based on a visual approximation of large woody content of in situ 
deposits plus the sieving results. The source of the mud and finer organics is 
likely the accumulated topsoil eroded from the upper basin. The high 
percentage of finer organics gives this deposit a very distinctive gray-black color 
and woody smell. Woody debris flow deposits have high porosity but low to 
moderate permeability. Large logs are randomly orientated in the deposits and 
do not indicate flow direction, except where accumulated around obstacles. 
Gravelly Debris Flow Deposits (test pits 2, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 14)
Gravelly debris flow deposits are poorly-sorted, clast-supported gravel 
with abundant cobbles and sparse boulders. They contain very little silt and fine 
sand. The average mode, based on a sieve analysis, for three gravelly debris 
flow samples is -6.5 phi (136 mm), however this average does not include the 
large cobbles and sparse boulders that are described in some flows by fan 
residents. The lack of fine sediment in these deposits suggests that gravelly 
debris flows may also be classified as grain flows (Boggs, 1995). Clasts are 
sub-rounded to angular, predominantly sub-angular. The sub-angularity of clasts 
suggests a short transport from the source area (Boggs, 1995). Clast shape 
ranges from sub-equant to disk to blade. The gravelly debris flow deposits 
examined have a very low percentage (<1 percent in sieve analysis) of fine 
woody debris but large sticks to large logs (<1.0 m diameter) may be found 
within the deposit (Figures 2.14). The scouring of the channels in the 
contributing basin by the previous woody debris flows is probably responsible for
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the lack of fine organics found in subsequent gravelly debris flows. Clast 
composition is Chuckanut sandstone and deposits are light tan in color. 
Chuckanut sandstone is light gray in color but becomes light tan when 
weathered. Deposits range in thickness from ten centimeters to greater than 
one meter. The gravelly debris flow deposits generally do not show internal 
grading but may grade into, or inter-finger with, hyperconcentrated flows (mixed 
flows). Logs are orientated semi-horizontally but do not indicate flow direction. 
The gravelly debris flow deposits have a very high porosity and permeability. 
Hvperconcentrated Flow Deposits (test pits 2, 4, 5, 9, 11, 13)
The hyperconcentrated flow deposits examined contain a moderately to 
well-sorted mix of silt to coarse sand with sparse pebbles. The average mode for 
three hyperconcentrated flow samples is 2.5 phi (0.875 mm) with few clasts 
greater than 0 phi (1 mm). The hyperconcentrated flow deposits contain sparse 
logs but virtually no small organic debris (<1 percent). Hyperconcentrated flow 
deposits may have vague horizontal beds with higher concentration of pebbles. 
Pebbles are sub-rounded to sub-angular, predominantly sub-rounded. Clast 
composition is Chuckanut sandstone and deposits are light tan in color. 
Hyperconcentrated flow deposits range in thickness from several centimeters to 
greater than one meter. Deposits are usually structureless (massive) and 
generally do not show grading. Hyperconcentrated flow deposits have moderate 
to high porosity and permeability. Hyperconcentrated flow deposits can be 
distinguished from creek deposits because they lack crossbeds or clasts larger
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than pebbles. Hyperconcentrated flow deposits are distinguished from South 
Fork Nooksack river deposits by lithology. The source of hyperconcentrated 
flow gravel is the Chuckanut Formation, whereas the South Fork Nooksack River 
gravel is crystalline igneous and metamorphic rocks, which has a distinctive “salt 
and pepper” appearance.
Sheetflood deposits were found in some of the modern hyperconcentrated 
flow deposits on all three fans. The sheetflood deposits have thinner laminae 
(0.5 to 5.0 cm thick), are composed of smaller particles (silt to medium sand), 
and have more distinct contacts than hyperconcentrated flow deposits.
Sheetflood deposits may have alternating laminae of dark silt and light-tan, fine 
to medium sand (Figure 2.15). Sheetfloods are surges of sediment-laden water 
that spread out from the end of a stream channel onto a fan surface as a result 
of intense rain or dam-break flood in the contributing basin (Ives, 1936; Boggs, 
1995), or by storm runoff derived from rain directly on the alluvial fan surface 
(Rahn, 1967; Selby, 1993). In addition, I propose that some sheetflood deposits 
found during this study may be from dewatering of hyperconcentrated flow 
deposits on the fan surface.
Sheetfloods worldwide have been observed as being erosional or 
depositional (Hogg, 1982). Sheetfloods have lower initial sediment to water ratio 
than hyperconcentrated flows, but may approach their sediment concentration as 
the sheetfloods mobilize sediment on the fan surface (Hampton, 1975). I include 
sheetfloods in the category of hyperconcentrated flow. Other names for
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sheetfloods are sheetflow, hillwash, slopewash, surface wash, rainwash, 
unconcentrated wash, sheet erosion, and rock-floor robbing (Hogg, 1982).
Creek Deposits
I observed the behavior of the Sygitowicz, Radonski, and Hardscrabble 
Creeks year-round from 1997 to 2000. During high winter flow, the creeks 
stayed within their shallow channels but were able to mobilize and transport 
sand to small cobbles down stream. It is during these high flow times that most 
rearrangement of the creek bed occurs. During the summer, stream flow in all 
three creeks goes subsurface before reaching the mid fan. Creek deposits, also 
known as channel-fill deposits, include well-sorted, cross-bedded sand, and well- 
sorted lenses of sub-rounded to well-rounded pebbles, found interspersed 
between sub-angular to well-rounded cobbles and boulders. Although both the 
creek and South Fork Nooksack River deposits are deposited by normal stream- 
flow, they may be distinguished by composition. The creek deposits are 
composed of 99 percent Chuckanut Formation, whereas South Fork Nooksack 
gravel is predominantly crystalline.
Oxbow Lake Deposits (test pits 3, 10)
Oxbow lakes are located on the distal portion of Hardscrabble and 
Radonski fans and are within the flood plain of the South Fork Nooksack River. 
Surveyor maps from 1885 (anonymous, 1998) show the South Fork Nooksack 
River occupying the current location of the oxbow lakes, dating the oxbow lakes 
at no more than 115 years. The oxbow lake deposits are composed of very well-
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sorted silt and clay, and show almost no structure. Possible sources of the fine 
sediment include the following.
• overbank flooding by the South Fork Nooksack River.
• storm generated runoff on debris flow deposits.
• dewatering sheetflood runoff of freshly deposited debris flows.
• storm-generated runoff of adjacent fallow fields over the last century.
The Hardscrabble oxbow lake has water year-round. As a result, this 
oxbow contains abundant water lilies growing from the soft silt and clay bottom. 
Five cores were taken during the end of summer, 1998. The water level was 
approximately one meter deep toward the center of the lake. The coring device 
easily penetrated approximately one meter into the silt and clay but was stopped 
by a bed of coarse sand, some of which was retrieved by the coring device. The 
sand was composed of multi-colored (black, gray, white) sand and similar in 
appearance to South Fork Nooksack River point bar sand. Between the clay 
and sand was a thin layer (to 5 cm depth) of partially degraded wood fragments.
Radonski oxbow lake is wet only during the winter, so it was possible to 
use the backhoe to dig a 0.7-meter deep pit. A gravel bed was not found in the 
Radonski oxbow, and the entire section was composed of silt and clay. Brown 
mottling (oxidation) was present at the surface (15 cm) of the silt and clay, 
probably a result of the seasonally fluctuating water table. Organic matter is not 
present in the deposits despite the presence of young vine maple trees along
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with other riparian vegetation that have left a thin carpet of leaves covering the 
surface of the oxbow lake bottom. This suggests that the deposition of the silt 
and clay was rapid, not seasonal.
South Fork Nooksack River Deposits (test pits 1, 7, 8,16)
South Fork Nooksack River point bar deposits are a mixture of well- 
sorted, laminar or cross-bedded multi-colored (black, gray, white) sand with very 
well-sorted lenses of sub-angular to rounded pebbles. These can be found 
interspersed between well-rounded cobbles and boulders of crystalline 
metamorphic and igneous composition originating from further up the South Fork 
Nooksack Valley (Figure 2.16).
Summary
The preceding investigation identified modern geomorphologic processes 
operating on the three study fans. This analysis was used to create a facies 
model (Figure 2.17) that was used to interpret the stratigraphic history of the 
three study fans going back to the mid Holocene (Chapter three).
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Figure 2.2 Facies Model Methods
Test Pit #9 - Pole House Pit ^ 
Radonski Creek fan 
Myself digging
^ Test Pit #4 - Chicken Coop Pit 
Hardscrabble Creek fan 
Method: Backhoe 
In the pit are myself and
former WWU Geomorphology Professor John Field
Test Pit #17 - Hillside Road Pit ► 
Method: backhoe 
Alan Walters, soil scientist, NRCS
^ Test Pit #3 - Hardscrabble Oxbow
Hardscrabble Creek fan
Sarah Treworgy with 3” PVC coring device
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The pole house on Radonski Fan (on right) was partially destroyed by the 1983 debris flow. 
The woman is standing where the Pole House trench was later excavated (chapter 3).
The 1983 debris flow filled the Pole House with sand, gavel and logs to a depth of greater than 
one meter (to door knob). A test pit was dug into this deposit, located lower left in photo.
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Figure 2.4 Goat Heaven Test Pit #2 - Hardscrabble Fan
Jan. 10.1983 debris flow
This deposit is characterized by alternating layers 
of poorly sorted gravel and thinly laminated silt 
and sand.
* The gravel units are structureless; 
predominantly clast supported; poorly sorted, 
fine sand to cobbles (to 6 cm diameter); 
subrounded to subangular clasts; Chuckanut 
sandstone composition; sparse woody debris 
(stick to small logs).
* The laminated units have alternating horizontal 
laminae (2-10 mm thick) of silt and medium sand, 
matrix supported; tan color; sparse woody-debris 
(stick size).
Dec. 14.1979 debris flow 
This deposit is characterized by 
its high wood content. Unit is 
stuctureless, poorly sorted silt to 
pebbles, subrounded to angular. 
Eye witness accounts report 
sparse cobbles and boulders to 
one meter diameter and high 
woody-debris content ranging 
from microscopic to large logs. 
The unit is very dark gray and has 
distinctive “woody” smell.
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Figure 2.5 1979 Woody Debris Flow Deposits on Hardscrabble Fan
Figures 2.6 Variations in Woody Debris Flow Thickness
The two photos below show the variability of debris flow deposits.
Figure 2.6a shows 1979 woody debris flow deposit that reached the roof of the 
the River Farm’s barn.
2.6b
Figure 2.6b shows that same flow on the distal part of Hardscrabble fan. Here, 
the deposit is only centimeters thick, except where large woody-debris has been 
deposited.
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This oblique aerial photo shows modification of the Hardscrabble fan as a result of the January,
1979 woody debris flow. Large woody debris (red arrows) was deposited as far as the distal fan 
and South Fork Nooksack River. The swollen, but sediment-poor, creek avulsed and created 
new channels (blue arrows). The brown color of flooded oxbow lake water (green arrows) is from 
very fine particles in suspension. South Fork Nooksack River flow direction is left to right.
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Figure 2.8 Channel Avulsions
The 1979 woody debris flow jumped the Sygitowicz Creek above the Hillside 
Road bridge and cut a path through mature trees on the upper fan.
The lower photo was taken from inside the avulsion channel further down the fan. 
Here the redirected creek incised into the 1979 woody debris flow deposits.
Notice the amount of large woody debris and fine organics in the deposit.
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Figure 2.9 Pole House Test Pit on the Radonski Fan - Pit #9
high water mark This mixed debris flow deposit is characterized by alternating layers of poorly 
sorted gravel and thinly laminated silt and 
sand.
0.0-
* The gravel units are structureless; 
predominantly clast supported; poorly- 
sorted, fine sand to cobbles (to 6 cm 
diameter); sub-rounded to sub-angular 
clasts; Chuckanut sandstone 
composition; sparse woody debris (stick 
to small log).
* The laminated units have alternating 
horizontal laminae (2-10 mm thick) of silt 
and medium sand, matrix supported; tan 
color; sparse woody debris (stick size).
high water 
mark left on 
interior wall
surface of 
1983 debris 
event.
The above stratigraphic column shows the January 10,1983 mixed debris flow that 
inundated a pole house structure on the Radonski Creek alluvial fan. A high water mark 
left on the interior wall of the pole house suggests that this flow, or series of flows, had a 
high water content and de-watered after deposition. The pole house is not located in a 
topographic low so the high water mark is not thought to be the result of flooding. 
Calculating the ratio of the current (1997) thickness of the deposit to its initial thickness 
suggests that these types of flows have a large percentage of water, at least 26%. 
However it is more likely that the hyperconcentrated flow component of this mixed flow 
is responsible for the high water mark. The high water mark appears to have occurred 
after the splash marks suggesting that the last pulses of this mixed flow were very slow- 
moving and water-rich.
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Figure 2.10 Dewatering Channeis on the Sygitowicz Fan
Figure 2.10a 1984 aerial photo of Sygitowicz fan showing the
development of dewatering channels from the 1983 mixed debris flow.
Photo 2.10b Dewatering channel development at the boulder and 
log edge of a gravelly debris flow lobe (note tripod as scale).
Photo 2.10c Dewatering channel development through the middle of a 
hyperconcentrated flow deposit located further down the fan surface.
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The following grain-size analysis is based on three independent samples of 
each type of debris flow occurring historically on the three fans. See Figure 
2.11 for sample locations. Results of each grain-size analysis were combined 
and averaged for each of the three debris flow types. Size limitations of sieves 
did not allow the inclusion of large clasts and large woody debris in this 
analysis, which can constitute a significant percentage of woody debris flows, 
and to a lesser degree, gravelly debris flows.
Figure 2.12 Debris Flow Grain-Size Analysis
Test Pits: 2,12,15 Test Pits: 2, 9,14 Test Pits: 4,11,13
class phi mm
f woody debris flow gravelly debris flow hyperconcentrated flow
Wt% cum.% wt% cum.% Wt% cum.%
1 organics a 1 sizes 1 7.0% 7.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
boulder -8 256 0.0% 7.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
cobble -5 1.3% 8.3% 56.0% 56.0% 0.0% 0.0%
pebble -2 4 3.3% 11.7% 10.0% 66.0% 0.7% 0.7%
! granule -1 2.00 3.3% 15.0% 3.3% 69.3% 0.7% 1.3%
V. coarse sand 0 1.00 5.3% 20.3% 6.7% 76.0% 1.3% 2.6%
i coarse sand 1 0.50 12.0% 32.3% 7.7% 83.7% 17.7% 20.3%
medium sand 2 0.25 19.7% 52.0% 7.0% 90.7% 26.0% 46.3%
; fine sand 3 0.125 20.3% 72.3% 5.0% 95.7% 25.0% 71.3%
very fine sand 4 0.0625 14.3% 86.7% 3.3% 99.0% 14.7% 86.0%
silt+clay <8 0.0039 12.7% 99.3% 3.3% 102.3% 12.7% 98.6%
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Figure 2.13 Debris Flow Deposit Types
Figure 2.13a represents the three different types of modern debris flow deposits 
found on the three fans. The samples shown do not include large clasts and 
large woody debris due to sample bag and sieve size constraints.
Figure 2.13b shows 
some of the larger logs 
that came down during 
the 1979 Hardscrabble 
Creek woody debris 
flow. These logs were 
salvaged and used by 
fan residents to build a 
house on the other side 
of the South Fork 
Nooksack valley.
Figure 2.13c shows the larger 
clast size for some debris flow 
types. Eye witness accounts 
describe one-meter diameter 
boulders in the flows but none 
that large were found in any of 
the test pits. The composition 
of all clasts is Chuckanut 
sandstone.
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Figures 2.14 1983 Gravelly Debris Flow Deposits on the Sygitowicz Fan
Figure 2.14a shows the immense volume of large woody debris that 
accomoanied this 1!
Figure 2.14b shows the lack of fine organics in the same gravelly debris flow.
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Figure 2.15 Sheetflood Laminae
This photo shows sheetflood laminae within a individual 
hyperconcentrated flow pulse of a mixed flow that occurred on 
Radonski Fan in 1983.
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Figure 2.16 South Fork Nooksack River Gravel
Figure 2.16 shows gravel that is characteristic of point bar and overbank deposits 
presently found adjacent to the South Fork Nooksack River. The clast 
composition is crystalline igneous and metamorphic from sources further up the 
South Fork Nooksack valley.
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The following unit descriptions are based on examination of in-situ deposits from historic debris flows, modern creek deposits, oxbow lake deposits, and 
modern South Fork Nooksack River deposits. The deposits are named based on their composition, structure, and textual properties including results from the
Figure 2.17 Facies Model
woody debris flow deposits are a poorly sorted mix of mud, sand and gravel sized clasts composed of Chuckanut sandstone. 
Average mode is 2.5 phi (0.875 mm) but sparse cobbles and boulders are present. Clasts are sub-rounded to angular, 
predominately sub-angular. Deposits have a very high percentage of woody debris ranging from large (1.5 m diam.) cedar and 
Douglas fir logs to microscopic lichens and mosses. The high percentage of finer organics give this deposit a very distinctive 
gray-black color and smell. Deposits have high porosity and low to moderate permeability. Large logs are randomly orientated 
and do not indicate flow direction.
Hypercoriceiitrated flow
fShe^tftacxl)-------- ^
Hardscrabble 
oxbow
Radonski
oxbow
hyperconcentrated flow deposits are a moderately to well sorted mix of silt to coarse sand wflth sparse pebbles. The average 
mode is 2.5 phi (0.875 mm) with few clasts greater than 0 phi. Deposits may contain sparse logs but contain very little (<1%) small 
organic debris. Pebbles are sub-rounded to sub-angular, predominantly sub-rounded. Clast composition is Chuckanut sandstone 
and deposits are light tan in color. Deposits range in thickness from several centimeters to greater than one meter. Deposits are 
usually structureless (massive) and generally do not show grading.
sheetflood deposits, found in some deposits, have thin (1-10mm), horizontal laminae of alternating coarse and fine sand. 
Sheetflood deposits may also have vague horizontal layers composed of pebbles. Deposits have moderate to high porosity 
permeability.
mixed flows are hyperconcentrated flow deposits that alternate with gravelly debris-flow deposits and in some cases grade into 
them.
sheetflood lag deposits not observed in the modern fan deposits, were found atop four of the ancient gravelly debris flow 
deposits (Chapter Three). Sheetfloods occurring over the surface of a recently deposited gravelly debris flow are likely 
responsible for eroding sand-sized particles from the top 5-15 centimeters of the deposit. The result is a layer of moderately to 
well-sorted pebbles with slight down-gradient imbrication.
gravelly debris flow deposits are poorly sorted, clast supported gravels and cobbles with sparse boulders and containing very little 
silt and fine sand. Clasts are composed of Chuckanut sandstone. The average mode for three gravelly debris flow samples is -6.5 
phi (136 mm). Clasts are sub-rounded to angular, predominantly sub-angular. Clast shape ranges from sub-equant to disk to blade. 
Gravelly debris flow deposits have a very low percentage (<1%) of fine woody debris but may contain large sticks and logs.
Deposits range in thickness from 20 centimeters to greater than one meter. Deposits generally do not show internal grading but 
may grade into, or inter-finger with, hyperconcentrated flood-flows (mixed flow). Gravelly debris flow deposits have very high 
porosity and permeability. Logs are orientated semi-horizontally but do not indicate flow direction.
creek deposits include well-sorted, cross-bedded tan sand and very well-sorted lenses of sub angular to rounded pebbles found 
interspersed between subangular to well-rounded cobbles and boulders of Chuckanut sandstone composition.
oxbow lake deposits are very well-sorted, structureless, semi-soft silt and clay. Hardscrabble oxbow, with water year-round, has 
gray clay (anaerobic). The Radonski oxbow, wet only during the winter, has brown mottling (oxidation) on top 15 centimeters. 
Below the brown oxidation layer is gray clay similar to that of the Hardscrabble oxbow lake.
South Fork Nooksack River point bar overbank deposits are laminar or cross-bedded mixture of varying (black, gray, and white) 
medium to coarse sand and very well-sorted lenses of rounded pebbles. These can be found interspersed between well-rounded 
cobbles and boulders of crystalline metamorphic and igneous composition originating from further up the South Fork Nooksack 
Valley.
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Chapter Three - Alluvial Fan Aggradational History
Introduction
Ancient stratigraphy exposed in trenches on each fan is described in this 
chapter. The facies model developed in Chapter Two is used to identify ancient 
fan processes and to develop fan aggradation histories going back to the mid 
Holocene.
Fan Excavation
Fan stratigraphy was exposed at ten locations by excavating trenches or 
digging into pre-existing cut banks (Figure 3.1). Trench locations were chosen 
in order to expose all fan-modifying processes. The choice of trench locations 
on the Hardscrabble fan was limited because the South Fork Nooksack River 
has truncated the lower area of this fan and the upper areas of the fan are 
partially developed.
Trench boxes, also known as man protectors, were designed and built 
specifically for this study. The trench boxes were constructed of treated 4-inch 
by 6-inch lumber bolted together with 3/16-inch thick plate steel and fortified with 
1.5-inch by 3/16-inch steel bands. Walls composed of 6-inch by 6-inch heavy- 
gauge steel mesh allowed for examination of strata while protecting workers 
from trench wall collapse. Outside dimensions of each trench box are ten-feet 
long by 3.5-feet wide by six feet high (Figure 3.2).
Excavation was done with a backhoe except for the Hardscrabble and 
Sygitowicz cutbanks, which were exposed using a shovel (Figures 3.3). A typical
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trench was 1.5 meters wide, five meters long and three to five meters deep.
Each trench was initially excavated to a depth of two to three meters. One 
trench box was lowered into the trench, and the upper strata were examined.
The trench box was then pulled out and the trench was excavated to a depth of 
four to five meters. The trench boxes were bolted together and lowered back 
into the trench to complete the examination of the lower strata (Figures 3.4). 
Stratigraphy and Radiocarbon Dating 
Stratigraphy
Fan stratigraphy exposed in the trenches was sketched, photographed, 
and its vertical thickness measured. The thickness of each deposit was used to 
calculate aggradation for each process type. Sediment samples from most of 
the deposits were retrieved and referred to during the creation of stratigraphic 
columns. Deposits were correlated to fan-building processes using the facies 
model developed in Chapter Two (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). The laterally continuous 
nature (layer cake) of the ancient fan deposits simplified dating the deposits 
relative to one another. Debris flow deposits found as infill of ancient creek 
channels or avulsion channels were not included in the deposition history as 
they inaccurately represent the overall thickness of the deposit (Figure 3.7). 
Radiocarbon Dating
All life forms assimilate ^'^C. This assimilation ceases upon death and the 
decays to at a known rate. Radiocarbon dating (^^C dating) determines
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the age in years of organic samples by measuring the amount of still present 
in that sample.
Samples of paleosols representing ancient soil horizons, along with wood 
fragments and charcoal found mixed into the deposits were removed and 
radiocarbon dated (Figure 3.8).
Twenty-one organic samples were radiocarbon dated by GeoChron 
Laboratories in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Two of twenty-one radiocarbon 
ages were incongruent with adjacent radiocarbon ages and rejected.
Radiocarbon years were converted to calendar age ranges based on the CALIB 
3.0 calibration program (Stuiver and Reimer, 1993) (Figure 3.9). The result is 
an age range in years before present (B.P. = 1950 A.D.). The maximum (oldest) 
date in each age range was used for calculating of net aggradation, aggradation 
rates, and debris flow recurrence intervals.
Organics found in paleosols represent vegetation on the ancient fan 
surface. Bioturbation of organics on the ancient fan surface produces a 
radiocarbon age that represents the average age of that soil layer (Henderson, 
USFS, oral communication, 2000). Dates from paleosols constrain the maximum 
age of units that lie above the deposit from which the sample was retrieved. 
Woody debris and charcoal found mixed into debris flow deposits are derived 
from trees originating in the contributing drainage basin and therefore constrain 
the maximum age of the deposit it was taken from.
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stratigraphic columns were developed using the data retrieved during the 
fan excavation (Figures 3.10 - 3.20). Even the oldest deposits were well 
preserved. The presence of non-deformed casts of small upright trees 
originating in paleosols as well as very degraded, but non-deformed, logs in 
ancient woody debris flow deposits suggest that the fan strata have experienced 
minimal settling since post-depositional dewatering.
The vertical contribution (net aggradation) of fan-building processes was 
totaled for each trench and then arithmetically averaged for all ten trenches.
The result is the percent of net aggradation for each process averaged over the 
three fans (Figure 3.21). This does not include the aggradation by modern 
(1979 to 1983) debris flows.
Results
Agqradational Processes
Debris flows are the predominant fan aggradational process. Gravelly 
debris flow (39 percent of aggradation) and hyperconcentrated flow (37 percent 
of aggradation) are the most common debris flows (Figure 3.22). Gravelly debris 
flows dominate, but are not limited to, the upper fans. The more fluid 
hyperconcentrated flows dominate, but are not limited to, the lower fans. Mixed 
flows and woody debris flows, common as modern fan aggradational processes 
in the study area, were not responsible for substantial aggradation of the ancient 
fans.
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Mixed flow deposits, found on the Radonski Creek and Hardscrabble 
Creek fans, only represent seven percent of total aggradation. Woody debris 
flow deposits (five percent of aggradation) were only found in the Sygitowicz 
Cutbank. Creek deposits contributed five percent to total aggradation.
Overbank gravels and oxbow lake silt and clay deposits from the ancient South 
Fork Nooksack River comprised seven percent of total aggradation.
Sheetflood lag deposits, not observed in the modern fan deposits 
(Chapter 2), were found atop four of the ancient gravelly debris flow deposits. 
Sheetfloods occurring over the surface of a recently deposited gravelly debris 
flow are probably responsible for eroding sand-sized particles from the top five 
to fifteen centimeters of the deposit. The result is a layer of moderate to well- 
sorted pebbles with slight down-gradient imbrication (Figure 3.23). Sheetfloods 
may also be responsible for depositing some of the thin sand units found on the 
lower portions on the fan surface.
Ancient Oxbow Lake Deposits
Silt and clay deposits were found in the bottom of three trenches on the 
Radonski Creek fan (Trenches 4, 5, 6). Overbank gravel, likely from the ancient 
South Fork Nooksack River, was found above the silt and clay deposits. The silt 
and clay likely accumulated in a slack water environment similar to the modern 
oxbow lakes found on Radonski and Hardscrabble fans. The presence of 
ancient oxbow lake deposits in the fan strata supports the hypothesis, mentioned
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in Chapter One, that the South Fork Nooksack River laterally eroded westward 
into the Radonski Creek fan in ancient times.
The elevations of the ancient and historic South Fork Nooksack River 
deposits decrease eastward from the Hillside Road trench (Trench 4) at 86 
meters above sea level to the present course of the South Fork Nooksack River 
at 76 meters above sea level (Figure 3.24). A Radiocarbon age of peat taken 
from the oxbow lake deposit at the bottom of the Pole House trench (Trench 5) 
reveals that the South Fork Nooksack River occupied this location prior to 4,400- 
3,870 years B.P. (Sample PH-base), yet a radiocarbon age of a gravelly debris 
flow deposit (Unit J) found stratigraphically above a oxbow lake deposit in the 
Hillside Road trench (Trench 4) is 2,000 to 1,710 years B.P. (Sample HSR-J). 
Possible explanations of the older age stratigraphically above a younger age are 
listed below.
* An unconformity representing more than 4,000 years is present between 
the Hillside Road oxbow lake deposit and the dated gravelly unit above 
(Trench 4).
* The elevation of the South Fork Nooksack River has fluctuated up and 
down dramatically in the past.
* One or both of the radiocarbon ages are wrong.
Charcoal Content in Ancient Fan Stratigraphy
A charcoal survey was performed in 1999, one to two years after 
trenching. The survey was therefore limited to reviewing field notes, examining
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old photographs of strata, or examining an incomplete collection of sediments 
samples taken during trenching. Data exists for 55 of 99 total deposits identified 
in the ten stratigraphic columns. Of the 55 samples, 44 contain charcoal. Data 
on charcoal content exists for 52 of 67 total paleosols identified in the ten 
stratigraphic columns. Of the 52 samples, fourteen contain charcoal. Charcoal 
mixed into debris flow deposits is the result of forest fire debris in the upper 
drainage getting mixed into a debris flow and deposited on the fan surface, 
whereas, charcoal found in paleosols represents fires on the ancient alluvial fan 
surface.
Charcoal was found in all ten stratigraphic columns (Figures 3.25 to 3.27). 
Although the charcoal data is incomplete, the presence of charcoal in both 
paleosols and deposits suggests that there must have been many forest fires 
during the middle and late Holocene in the upper drainages as well as on the 
lower fan surfaces.
Fan Aggradation History
Information on fan aggradation such as net aggradation, aggradation rate, 
debris flow recurrence interval, and deposit thickness were calculated, where 
possible, and plotted over time for the seven of ten trenches with radiocarbon 
ages (Figures 3.28 to 3.31). It was not possible to calculate the aggradation rate 
and recurrence interval for the Llama Pen trench (Trench 2) because it has only 
one radiocarbon age.
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Some of the ancient debris flow deposits do not have paleosols. There is 
no way to determine the length of time between these debris flow events, despite 
the fact that the processes are different and distinct contacts are present. It 
takes at least twenty years to develop a soil of any significance in this 
climate/region (Alan Walters, NRCS, oral communication, 1998). Eyewitness 
accounts of the 1983 debris flow on Sygitowicz fan describe pulses of gravelly 
debris flows and hyperconcentrated flows occurring over the course of a day 
(Larry Flynn, oral communication, 1997). The time between ancient debris flows 
could therefore range between minutes and twenty years. In order to calculate 
the debris flow recurrence interval and deposit thickness versus time I grouped 
the non-paleosol deposits with deposits with paleosols. I call these soil-bounded 
sequences. Recurrence intervals calculated using soil-bounded sequences 
rather than individual deposits will therefore represent the maximum recurrence 
interval possible.
The recurrence interval was arithmetically averaged for units between 
dated units, as it was not possible to ^"*0 date every deposit or soil-bounded 
sequence. Debris flow deposits found below the lowest dated unit in the 
stratigraphic column were not graphed. Applying best-fit trendlines for each plot 
was not plausible due to the variability in number and age of the data points. 
Combining plots to create averages per fan, and for all three fans, was not 
statistically possible because of the distinctiveness of each trench.
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The Log Pile trench (Trench 8) is located midfan of the Sygitowicz Creek
fan. This trench shows net aggradation over time. The rate of aggradation 
decreases sharply in the mid Holocene and almost completely levels out in the 
late Holocene. The debris flow recurrence interval increases sharply in the mid 
Holocene and levels out in the late Holocene. The deposit thickness varies 
throughout the mid to late Holocene but is generally increasing.
The Sygitowicz Cutbank trench (Trench 10) is located midfan of the 
Sygitowicz Creek fan. This trench shows net aggradation over time. The rate of 
aggradation increases in the late Holocene. The debris flow recurrence interval 
decreases from the mid Holocene to the late Holocene. The deposit thickness 
varies from the mid Holocene to late Holocene but is generally decreasing.
The Horse Pasture trench (Trench 7) is located midfan of the Sygitowicz 
Creek fan. This trench shows net aggradation over time. The rate of aggradation 
is slightly increasing from the mid Holocene to the late Holocene. The debris 
flow recurrence interval decreases significantly from the mid Holocene to the late 
Holocene. The deposit thickness increases slightly during the mid Holocene but 
decreases significantly in the late Holocene.
The Alder Grove trench (Trench 9) is located at the distal part of the 
Sygitowicz Creek fan. This trench shows net aggradation over time. The rate of 
aggradation increases slightly from the mid Holocene to the late Holocene. The 
debris flow recurrence interval decreases from the mid Holocene to the late
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Holocene. The deposit thickness is varying but shows a significant decrease 
from the mid Holocene to late Holocene.
The Pole House trench (Trench 5) is located midfan of the Radonski 
Creek fan. This trench shows net aggradation over time. The rate of 
aggradation increases from the mid Holocene to the late Holocene with a sharp 
increase in the last 300 years. The debris flow recurrence interval decreases 
significantly from the mid Holocene to the late Holocene. The deposit thickness 
varies but shows a slight decrease from the mid Holocene to late Holocene.
The Hillside Road trench (Trench 4) is located at the proximal part of the 
Radonski Creek fan. This trench shows net aggradation over time. The rate of 
aggradation increases during the late Holocene. The debris flow recurrence 
interval decreases slightly during the late Holocene. The deposit thickness 
shows a very slight decrease during the late Holocene.
The Llama Pen trench (Trench 2) is located at the proximal part of the 
Hardscrabble Creek fan. This trench shows a net aggradation over time. It was 
not possible to calculate rate aggradation or change in recurrence interval 
because only one debris flow deposit was radiocarbon dated.
There were no organic samples dated from Radonski Cutbank trench 
(Trench 6), the Saw Mill trench (Trench 1), and the Hardscrabble Cutbank trench 
(Trench 3). As a result these trenches were not included in the fan 
aggradational histories.
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Summary
All seven trenches show net aggradation over time. A slight to major 
increase in aggradation rate over time is shown in five of the six trenches with 
more than one radiocarbon date. The Log Pile trench (Trench 8) on the 
Sygitowicz fan is the only trench that shows a declining deposition rate over 
time. Dated units in the Log Pile trench are noticeably older than the dated 
units in the other trenches at similar depths suggesting that this spot on the fan 
has experienced far less deposition in the last 3,000 years than the other trench 
location in this study (Figure 3.32). Five of the six trenches show a decrease in 
the recurrence interval over time. The Log Pile trench is the exception, showing 
an increase in the recurrence interval over time. Six of the seven trenches show 
a decrease in deposit thickness over time. Again, the Log Pile trench is the 
exception, showing a slight increase in deposit thickness over time.
Based on the available data, debris flow activity in the study area is 
increasing over time (Figure 3.33). Debris flows are becoming thinner yet 
occurring more often from the mid Holocene to the present. Fan aggradation is 
a function of the number of deposits over time (recurrence interval) and the 
thickness of those deposits. The evidence that the aggradation rates are 
increasing over time even though the deposits are thinning over time suggests 
that the increased recurrence interval is a more significant factor in fan 
aggradation than the deposit thickness.
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Photo 3.2a - The trench boxes can be broken-down and transported in a one-ton 
pickup truck.
Photo 3.2b - The two trench boxes are bolted together to allow deeper access into the fan.
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3.3a This cutbank was formed by the South Fork Nooksack River when it occupied this spot 
in 1885. A seasonal oxbow lake now occupies this spot Ancient fan strata were exposed 
with a backhoe.
Figure 3.4 Trenching Methods
3.4a One trench box in a 2.5 meter deep trench. 3.4b Two trench boxes in a five meter deep trench.
3.4c Two trench boxes in a five meter deep trench. 3.4c Trench waii coiiapse.
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Figure 3.5 Ancient Fan Deposits
3.5a Ancient South Fork Nooksack River coarse sand 3.5b Paieosois deveioped on these ancient fan 
on top of ancient oxbow iake ciay. deposits.
3.5c Thin, horizontai debris fiow deposits and paieosois 3.5d Aiternating debris flow deposits and cross-bedded 
characterize this trench on the distal Sy gitowicz fan. creek deposits characterize the top of this trench.
3.6a Cross-bedded sand characterizes this ancient creek bed on the Radonski Creek fan.
3.6b Well-sorted sand between sub-rounded to rounded cobbles characterize this ancient 
creek bed on the Hardscrabble Creek fan.
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Channel infilling was observed in some trenches. The most prominent infill channel was 
seen in the Horse Pasture trench. All other infill channels were much smaller. Producing 
a stratigraphic column in non-channelized areas made the calculation of deposit thickness 
and fan aggradation more accurate.
Figure 3.7 Channel Infill
stratigraphic
column
location not used
Horse Pasture Trench - exposed strata (4-5 m)
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Figure 3.8 Dated Samples
This sample is an organic-rich paleosol This sample is dark peat/wood within gray
found at 1.78 meters in the Alder Grove basal clay found at 4.30 meters In the Pole
trench, Sygitowicz Creek fan. House trench, Radonski Creek fan.
This sample is partially degraded wood 
within a gravelly debris flow found at 1.70 
meters in the Pole House trench, Radonski 
Creek fan.
This sample is charcoal fragments within 
organic-rich paleosol found at 3.27 meters 
in the Hillside Road trench, Radonski Creek 
fan.
This sample is very degraded wood within 
a woody debris flow found at 2.0 meters in 
the Cutbank stratigraphic column, 
Sygitowicz Creek fan.
This sample is well-preserved wood within 
gravelly debris flow found at 2.10 meters in 
the Hillside Road trench, Radonski Creek 
fan.
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Figure 3.9 Table of Radiocarbon and Calibrated Ages
(14C ages were convereted to calender years using the CALIB 3.0 program. Stuiver et al., 1998a)
calibrated age (2 sigma)2
sample
Sygitowicz Log Pile LP-E GX-24624-LS chare, paleosol 2
ur|
3,045 +/- 55 beta
meinoai
A
max.___________cal ages__________ mm.
3,370 (3,250 3,230 3,220) 3,070
LP-F GX-24625 paleosol 2 3750 +/- 140 beta A 4,510 4090 3,700
LP-H GX-24626 paleosol 2 4270 +/- 140 beta A 5,290 4840 4,420
LP-J GX-24627 paleosol 2 5225 +/- 95 beta A 6,270 (5,980 5,980 5 950) 5 750Horse Pasture HP-F GX-24622 paleosol 2 1125+/-65 beta A 1,170 (1,050 1,040 990) 926
HP-G2 GX-24623 paleosol 1 5260 +/- 95 beta A 6,280 (6,020 5 990) 5 760Alder Grove AG-C GX-25577 paleosol rejected4 2,500 +/- 140 beta _AG-I GX-24616 paleosol 2 1520 +/- 120 beta A 1.690 1400 1,180
AG-J GX-24617 paleosol 2 2015+/-75 beta A 2,140 1950 ! 1,810
AG-K GX-24618 paleosol 2 2280 +/- 120 beta A 2,720 2330 1,990
AG-N GX-24619 paleosol 2 4880+/- 170 beta A 5,980 5610 5 290Cut Bank CB-I GX-24633-LS wood 1 880 +/- 45 beta A 920 770 670
CB-OO GX-24634 charcoal/paleosol 2 1305+/-70 beta A 1,320 1260 1 1,060
CB-O GX-24635 degraded wood 2 3295 +/-135 beta A 3,840 3480 3,210
280 * 10**
Radonski Pole House PH-Gl GX-24628-LS wood 1 90 +/- 40 beta B
PH-J GX-24629 wood 1 370 +/- 105 beta A 620 464 140
PH-L GX-24630 wood/charcoal rejecteds modem beta -PH-base GX-24632 wood/charcoal 1 3,750 +/- 80 beta A
4,400 4090 ^ 3 870
Hillside Road HSR-G GX-24620-LS wood 1 1055+/-45 beta A 1,060 950 920
HSR-J GX-24621 chare, paleosol 2 1930 +/-70 beta A 2,000 1870 1 710Hardscrabble Llama Pen 2B203(C4) GX-24215AMS charcoal 1 4270 +/- 50 AMS A 4,960____________ 4,840 j 4,650
TABLE KEY
1 Method A used for non-marine radiocarbon samples older than 350 14C yrs. BP; 
Method B used for non- marine radiocarbon samples younger than 350 14C yrs. BP.
2 2 sigma: 2 x square root of (sample std. dev.''2 + curve std. dev.''2). Represents 
95.7 area enclosed.
3 Calibrated ages ges are rounded to the nearest tenth
4 Carbon dates (3) from units stratigrphically below this unit suggest that this 
date is incorrect, sample rejected.
5 Carbon dates (2) from units stratigrphically above this unit suggest that this 
date is incorrect, sample rejected
Two range sets were combined (total probability distribution = 1.0).
Historical evidence suggest that this age is too young.
The below graph shows the input radiocarbon age (red), the 14C decay over time (blue), and 
the resulting calibrated age (black) for the sample HP-G2.
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Figure 3.10 Cut Bank Stratigraphic Column (wide) - Sygitowicz Creek fan - Trench 10
width (meters) more detailed stratigraphic column (next 
page)
notes
This stratigraphic sequence represents a complex history 
of erosion and refilling of the Sygitowicz Creek channel 
by both episodic debris flows and normal stream 
aggradation, df the ten stratigraphic sequences 
exposed, this location has the most dramatic cut & fill 
features. The iother nine trenches have more horizontal 
“layer cake” stratigraphy. Very degraded logs, dated at 
3,500 yr. BP, Were still identifiable in an ancient woody 
debris flow deposit (unit 0). Unit letter assignments are 
not alphabetical and do not represent the depositional 
history. The stratigraphic evidence along with carbon 
dates suggests that the most probable aggradation 
history is as follows:
unit orocesis age (yr. BP)
fill human (youngest)
A hypercjoncentrated flow
C gravelly debris flow
B hyperconcentrated flow
D hyperconcentrated flow
E hyperconcentrated flow
FF hyperconcentrated flow
F hyperconcentrated flow
H gravelly debris flow
1 stream flow (920-670)
J strearn flow
K strearh flow
L hypercpncentrated flow
M hyperconcentrated flow
N hypercpncentrated flow
HH hyperconcentrated flow
R hypercpncentrated flow
Q hyperconcentrated flow (1,320-1,060)
00 woody debris flow (3,840-3,210)
0 woody debris flow
P gravelly debris flow (oldest)
Figure 3.10
Cut Bank Strat. Column (wide) 
Trench 10 
Sygitowicz Fan
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Figure 3.11 Cut Bank Stratigraphic Column - Sygitowicz Creek - Trench 10
depth
meters aoft (yr. BP)
predominant 
grain size process
3.29
Slfelfsi
T nnn nriBtnr
(920-670) 1
CB-I wood 
letween H and HH)
^,320-1,060)
CB-OO paleosol
J3,840-3,210)
CB-0 wood
soil 
bounded
soil horizons (cm) unit description
hyperconc.
flow
hypercon.
flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc. flow
hyperconc. flow
aeons now
hynprrnnr. flow
woody 
debris flow
no horizon
A horizon (0-10)
A horizon (0-15)
A horizon (ail)
A horizon (0-10)
A horizon (0-15)
woody 
debris flow
gravelly 
debris flow
O horizon (0-10)
A horizon (0-20)
A horizon (0-10)
Insert taken from Figure 3.10 (previous page).
Unit A abrupt contact with fill material above (not shown); structureless; well-sorted; fine to coarse sand.
Unit B abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; fine to coarse sand. 
Unit has pieces of well-preserved wood to 8 cm diameter.
Unit F abrupt contact; wavy, parallel laminae (5-10 mm thick); well-sorted; silt to medium sand, 
of rotting wood to 8 cm diameter.
Unit has pieces
Unit H abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; fine to coarse sand.
Unit contains very degraded wood and charcoal. (Unit HH not described)
Unit R abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; fine to coarse sand.
Unit has exceptionally thick, black, organic-rich paleosol with charcoal specks.
Unit Q abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; fine to coarse sand. Scattered chunks of charcoal (1-2 
mm) found in unit, but not in the paleosol. Evidence (castfe) of small upright trees (totally degraded).
Unit 00 abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; fine to coarse sand.
Unit has pieces of rotting wood to 12 cm diameter. Paleosol contains charcoal specks.
Unit O abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; fine to coarse Sc|nd. Scattered specks of charcoal found in unit, 
but not in the paleosol.
Unit shows evidence of large very degraded trees trunks (to 60 cm diameter).
Unit P abrupt contact; structureless, poorly-sorted; fine sand to cobbles (to 10 cm diameter).
Figure 3.11
Cut Bank Strat Column (narrow) 
Trench 10
Sygitowicz Creek fan
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IFigure 3.12 Log Pile Stratigraphic Column - Sygitowicz Creek - Trench 8
depth
(meters) age (yr. BP)
JL
predominant 
grain size
(3,370-3,070) u 
LP-E 
charc./paieosoi
4,510-3,700) 
LP-F paleosol
5,290-4,420) 
LP-H paieosol
2.56
3.79 J6,270-5,750) , 
LP-J paieosoi
3.40. I I I I I
soii
bound soil horizons (cm) 
process gg_ ' '
hyperconc.
flow
gravelly 
debris flow
hyperconc. flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc. flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc.
flow
aveiivoeprissn^nTo^Iig_
gravelly 
debris flow
unit description
A horizon (0-8) 
charcoal rich___
A horizon (0-2)
no horizon Unit B abrupt contact; structureless: clast supported; very poorly-sorted; silt to cobbles (to 10 cm diameter). 
This unit has high percentage of brown organic patches (casts) thought to be degrading woody debris.
Unit C abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; silt to medium sand.
A horizon (0-6) 
(charcoal rich)
Unit D abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; silt to medium sand.
A horizon (0-8) 
(charcoal rich)
Unit E abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; silt to medium sand.
O horizon (0-4) 
A horizon (4-12)
Unit F abrupt contact; structureless: well-sorted; silt to medium sand.
A(0-5)
A horizon (0-5) 
(charcoal rich) 
B horizon (10+)
O horizon (0-4)
O horizon (0-2)
no horizon
no horizon
Unit A structureless; well-sorted; silt to medium sand with very sparse sub-angular pebbles (to 10 mm diameter).
Unit G abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; silt to medipm sand.
Unit H abrupt contact; structureless: well-sorted; clay
D ediun 
to medium sand.
Unit I abrupt contact; structureless: well-sorted; silt to medium sand.
Unit J abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; clay to medium sand.
Unit K no soil horizon; abrupt contact; structureless; clast supported; very poorly-sorted; silt to cobbles (to 
15 cm diameter).
Unit sheetflood lag deposits abrupt contact; moderdtely imbricated to SE; moderately-sorted; small
pebbles to small cobbles (to 6 cm diameter).
below: gravelly debris flow abrupt contact; structureless: clast supported; very-poorly-sorted; silt to cobbles 
(to 15 cm diameter); sparse scattered woody debris to 2 cm diameter.
Figure 3.12
Log Pile Strat. Column 
Trench 8 
Sygitowicz Creek
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Figure 3.13 Horse Pasture Stratigraphic Column - Sygitowicz Creek - Trench 7
depth
(meters) age (yr. BP)
predominant 
grain size process
soil
bounded
sec
(1,170-930) 
P-F paleosol
(6,280-5,760) 
P-G2 paleosol
hyperconc.
flow
stream flow
(Unit D is a gravelly 
debris flow which 
filled a channel)
gravelly 
debris flow
hyperconc.
flow
gravelly 
debris flow
^-nI— 92
LJ I I l_.l.
soil horizons (cm) unit description
O horizon (0-3) 
A horizon (3-8)
Unit B - no horizon 
Unit C - A horiz (0-3)
A horizon (0-4)
no horizon
A horizon (0-6)
A horizon (0-8)
O horizon (0-2) 
A horizon (2-5)
Unit F abrupt contact; very poorly-sorted; clast supported; fine sand to boulders (to 40 cm); secondary structure 
(small tree trunk) extends from top of unit.
This unit probably filled an abandoned channel on fan surface.
Unit A structureless; well-sorted; clay to medium sand.
Unit B abrupt contact; wavy-parallel-thinly-laminated; alternating light and dark lamina (2-4 mm thick); well- 
sorted; fine to medium sand; secondary structure (animal burrow?) extends from base of unit A .
Unit C abrupt contact; cross-bedded; thinly laminated; alternating light and dark lamina (2-4 mm thick); 
very well-sorted; fine to medium sand; secondary structure (small tree trunk).
Unit D abrupt contact; slightly imbricated; fine sand to cobble (to 5 cm diameter).
Unit E abrupt contact; cross-bedded; thinly laminated; alternating light and dark lamina (2-4 mm thick); 
■ very well-sorted; fine to medium sand_____!___________
Unit FF abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted silt to medium sand.
This unit appears to have been eroded by a stream (cut and fill feature). The lack of creek deposits 
along with the presence of a soil horizon suggest that a creek did not occupy the channel preceding 
the deposition of Unit F.
Unit G abrupt contact; very poorly-sorted; clast supported; fine sand to boulders (to 40 cm); secondary structure 
(small tree trunk) extends from top of unit. I
Figure 3.13
Horse Pasture Strat. Column 
Trench 7
Sygitowicz Creek fan
depth , ,
(Meters) ^ I
Figure 3.14 Alder Grove Stratigraphic Column - Sygitowicz Creek-Trench 9
soil horizons (cm)age (yr. BP)
predominant 
grain size
soil
bounded
process
21
1.34
t
.(1,690-1,180) 
AG-I paleosol
2.11-m . (2,140-1,810) 
AG-J paleosol
(2,720-1,990) 
AG-K paleosol
(5,980-5,290) 
AG-N paleosol
seq.
unit description
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc. flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc.
flow
Stream flow
stream flow
hyperconc. flow
hyperconc. flow
hyperconc. flow
hyperconc. flow
hyperconc. flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc. flow
gravelly 
debris flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc.
flow
I I I I I
O O., A
15
14
13
12
±L
10
O horizon (0-4)
A horiz. (remainder)
Unit AA structureless; moderately sorted; silt to sand with sparse sub-angular pebbles to 3 cm.
A horizon (0-10)
A horizon (0-5 cm)
Unit A abrupt contact; wavy-parallel structure; vague, thin horizontal laminations (1-2mm); well-sorted; 
fine to coarse sand. Cast of small tree trunk from surface of unit B is preserved in unit A.
B horizon (0-1 cm)
Unit B abrupt contact; wavy-parallel structure; thinly laminated (1 mm);
Well-sorted; silt to fine sand. Cast of small tree trunk from surface of this unit is preserved in unit A.
B horizon (0-3 cm) 
B horizon (0-3 cm)
Unit BB abrupt contact; vague, thin, horizontal laminations (1-2mm); 
Well-sorted; medium to coarse sand; fines upward.
B horizon (0-5 cm) 
B horizon (0-5 cm)
Unit C abrupt contact; cross-laminated beds; thinly laminated (1-2 mm); alternating light and dark 
lamina; well-sorted, fine to coarse sand.
B horizon (0-3 cm) 
B horizon (0-5 cm)
Unit D abrupt contact; cross-laminated beds; thinly laminated (1-2 mm); alternating light and dark 
lamina; well-sorted; fine to coarse sand with sparse pebbles to 3 cm.
B horizon (0-5 cm)
Unit E abrupt contact; wavy parallel structure; thinly laminated (1 mm); 
well-sorted; silt to medium sand.
O horizon (0-6 cm)
Unit F abrupt contact; wavy parallel structure; thinly laminated (1 mm); 
^ well-sorted; silt to medium sand.
O horizon (0-2 cm)
Unit G abrupt contact; wavy-parallel structure; thinly laminated (1 mm); 
.well-sorted; silt to medium sand.
Unit GG abrupt contact; wavy-parallel structure; thinly laminated (1 mm); 
.well-sorted; silt to medium sand.
0 (0-6), A (remainder)
A (0-2) 
B(2-10)
Unit H abrupt contact; wavy-parallel structure; thinly laminated (1 mm); 
. well-sorted; silt to medium sand.
Unit I abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; silt to fine sand.
Unit J abrupt contact; slightly imbricated; well-sorted; medium to coarse sand; sparse pebbles to 3 cm.
Unit K abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; silt to fine sand; dark brown/weathered unit.
Unit L abrupt contact; structureless; clast supported; poorly sorted; fine sand to cobbles (to 15 cm diameter); 
fines upwards.
A partial horizon 
(0-3)
Unit M abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; silt to medium' sand.
The soil horizon of this unit appears to be partially eroded, probably the result of Unit L.
O (0-5 cm) Unit N abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; silt to fine sand.
Figure 3.14
Alder Grove Strat. Column
Trench 9
Sygitowicz Creek fan
Figure 3.15 Pole House Stratigraphic Column - Radonski Creek fan - Trench 5
depth
(meters) age (yr. BP)
2.34
(280-10) 
H-G1 wood
(620-140) 
PH-J wood
'4_ (4,400-3,870) 
PH-base peat
predominant 
grain size
iSS5#;
Ll_ L X
process
soil
bounded
seq. soil horizons (cm) unit description
O horizon (0-3) Unit A (mixed process, poorly-sorted gravel deposits grade to well-sorted sand deposits and back to gravel, 
gravel deposits: structureless: clast suoDorted: Dooriv-sorted: fhe sand to laroe cobbles (to 20 cm diam ): sub-
mixed flow
rounded to angular clasts.
sand deposits; structureless: well-sorted; fine to coarse sand.
5
This unit contains abundant large woody debris (3-20 cm diameter).
driveway fill driveway fill gravel of crystalline composition (non-Chuckanut Sandstone).
A(0-7) Unit D abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; fine to coarse sand with scattered pebbles (to 3mm).
gravelly 
debris flow no horizon Unit E abrupt contact; slightly imbricated; clast supported; poorly-sorljed; fine sand to small cobbles (to 6 cm diameter).
hyperconc.
flow
O horizon (0-10) Unit F abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; fine to coarse sand with scattered pebbles (to 3mm).
gravelly 
debris flow
3 no horizon
abrupt contact; slightly imbricated; clast supported, poorly-sorted, fine sand to small cobbles (to 6 cm diameter); 
Unit G moderate amounts of medium woodv debris to 3 cm diameter.
hvoerconc. flow no horizon
jYTTTT abrupt contact; thinly laminated; well-sorted; clay to medium sand.
Unit H
hyperconc. 2
A horizon (0-5)
sUnit 1 abrupt contact; slightly imbricated: clast supported; poorly-sorted; fine sand to small cobbles (to 6 cm 
diameter): moderate amounts of medium woody debris to 3 cm diameter.
flow Unit J abrupt contact; predominantly structureless, moderately-sorted; fine to medium sand with scattered discontinuous- 
even-parallel laminations; scattered sandstone and mudstone clasts (to 4 cm); high percentage of dark lithics.
A horizon (0-12) maybe from a mudstone source in upper drainage; sparse Scattered woody debris to 2 cm diameter.
hyperconc.
flow 1
Unit L abrupt contact; structureless: well-sorted; clay to mediuhn sand.
This unit contains very-sparse woody-debris to 2 cm diameter.
stream flow
no horizon Unit M abrupt contact; slightly imbricated; well-sorted; medium-sized pebbles (3-4 cm diameter): sub-rounded to 
well-rounded. This unit is extremely oxidized.
no horizon
i
1 S. Fork Nooksack 
River
(coarse sand 
and oxbow
lake clay)
base abrupt contact; very well-sorted gray clay with lenses (5-10 cm thick) of black and white coarse sand. Sand 
has very distinctive “salt and pepper” appearance. Peat layers (2-4 cm thick) are found scattered in unit. Sand 
lenses and peat layers dip ~5° to north. f
Top of unit has uneven oxidation mottling. ^
This unit may have been an oxbow lake that experienced episodic deposition of coarse sand by the
South Fork Nooksack River. ^
i
1 ^ ) Figure 3.15
f %
Pole House Strat. Column
Trench 5
Radonski Creek fan
Figure 3.16 Hillside Road Stratigraphic Column - Radonski Creek Fan - Trench 4
depth
(meter) age (yr. BP)
predominant 
grain size process
soil
bounded 
seq. soil horizons (cm) unit description
1,060-920) 
a' HSR-G wood
;2,000-1,710)^ 
ISR-J paleosol
1
I_I
mixed flow
gravelly 
debris flow
gravelly 
debris flow
mixed flow
mixed flow
gravelly 
debris flow
gravelly 
debris flow
gravelly 
debris flow
South Fork 
Nooksack River 
(coarse sand)
South Fork 
Nooksack River 
deposits
(oxbow lake clay)
O •S'.-.
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O horizon (0-2)
no horizon
B horizon (0-4)
A horizon (0-10)
A horizon (0-15)
A horizon (0-10)
A horizon (0-10)
A horizon (0-7)
no horizon
O horizon (0-2 cm) 
(non-paleosol)
Unit A structureless; poorly-sorted; fine sand to pebble that grades down to clast supported; poorly-sorted; sand 
to cobbles (to 8 cm diameter) at bottom of unit; sub-rounded to angular clasts.
Unit B abrupt-diastemic contact; clast supported; poorly-sorted; sand to cobbles (to 10 cm diameter); sub­
rounded to angular clasts. Substantial black organic material (peat?) mixed in a swirling pattern is found in this 
unit at this trench and in test pit #17 “Hillside Road Pit”. This is likely the result of the gravelly debris flow 
coming to rest in a bog resulting the partial mixing of the two.
Unit C abrupt contact; clast supported; poorly-sorted; sand to Cobbles (to 10 cm diameter); moderately 
imbricated to SE; sub-rounded to sub-angular clasts.
Unit D abrupt contact; top and bottom of unit are structureless; well-sorted, medium to coarse 
sand that grades into clast supported; poorly-sorted; sand to cpbbles (to 10 cm diameter) at middle of unit, 
middle unit is moderately imbricated to SE; predominantly sub|rounded with some sub-angular clasts, 
note: laminated, medium to coarse sand fill in small dissected channel at base of this unit (cut + fill structure).
Unit G abrupt contact; grades into center 
fine sand to small cobbles (to 8 cm 
diameter); moderately imbricated to SE; 
predominantly sub- rounded with some 
sub-angular clasts.
note: laminated, medium to coarse sand 
fill in small dissected channel at base of 
this unit (cut + fill structure).
Unit E A horizon (0-3 cm); structureless; abrupt contact; well-sorted; 
medium sand (o small rounded to sub-angular pebbles (to 1 cm 
diameter). j
Unit F A horizon (0-3 cm); structureless; abrupt contact; well-sorted; 
medium sand to small rounded to sub-angular pebbles (to 1 cm 
diameter).
Unit H abrupt contact; structureless; clast supported, popriy-sorted; sand to cobbles (to 10 cm diameter); 
sub-rounded to angular clasts. j
Unit I abrupt contact; structureless; clast supported, poorly-sorted; sand to cobbles (to 10 cm diameter); sub- 
rounded to angular clasts.
Unit J abrupt contact; structureless; clast supported, poorly-sorted; sand to cobbles (to 10 cm diameter); sub­
rounded to angular clasts.
Unit K abrupt contact, slightly cross-bedded, vague, simple, lamina dipping ~5° north; well-sorted; coarse sand 
composed of very distinct white and dark minerals (salt and pepper); unit is wet, oxidized bands seem to dip 
gently to north.
Unit KK abrupt contact, structureless, very distinctive dark gray clay. This unit is likely an old oxbow lake. There 
is faint oxidized mottling throughout unit. Unit has thin (2 cm) organic black layer at top, along with small (2-3 cm 
diameter) peat or charcoal pieces scattered throughout the upper 15 cm.
Figure 3.16
Hillside Road Strat. Column 
Trench 4
Radonski Creek Fan
Figure 3.17 Radonski Cutbank Stratigraphic Column - Trench 6
depth
A
present
surface
4
predominant 
grain size
L..L.
soil
bounded 
process seq
hyperconc.
flow
gravelly 
debris flow
gravelly 
debris flow
gravelly 
debris flow
stream flow
hyperconc. flow
South Fork 
Nooksack River 
deposits 
(oxbow lake)
I' soil horizons (cm) unit description
0 horizon (0-3) 
A horizon (3-15) 
B horizon (15+)
no horizon
no horizon
no horizon
no horizon
A horizon (0-8)
no horizon
Unit A structureless, weli-sorted; clay to fine sand sized clasts with sparse pebbles to 2 cm; clasts are sub­
rounded to rounded; many roots.
Unit B distinct and abrupt contact; clast size increases with depth; upper part of unit is composed of fine 
sand to cobble size clasts (to 6 cm diameter); structureless; sub-rounded to subangular, clast shape varies 
but are mostly irregular and blade, moderately sorted, slightly imbricated.
lower part of unit is composed of fine sand to boulder sized clasts (to 10 cm diameter); sub-rounded to 
subangular; clast shape varies but are mostly irregular and blade, poorly-sorted with no imbrication.
Unit C abrupt contact; structureless; poorly-sorted; fine sand to cobjale size clasts (to 15 cm diameter); sub- 
rounded to subangular, clast shape varies but are mostly irregular atjid blade.
Unit D vague and abrupt contact; fine sand to boulder sized clasts (jto 10 cm diameter); sub-rounded to 
subangular. clast shape varies, oredominentlv irregular and blade: pooriv-sorted with no imbrication.
Unit E abrupt contact; well-sorted, coarse sand and small pebbles (to 6 mm diameter); sub­
rounded to subangular; predominantly irregular and blade shaped clasts.
Unit F abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; fine to coarse sand.
Unit G abrupt contact; structureless; very well-sorted; mostly clay with some silt. 
This unit was probably an oxbow lake.
Ffigure 3.17
Radonski Cutbank Strat. Column 
Trench 6
F^adonski Creek Fan
I
I
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Figure 3.18 Llama Pen Stratigraphic Column - Hardscrabble Creek Fan - Trench 2
depth 
(meters) „ age (yr. BP)
predominant 
grain size
;4,960-4,650) 
2B203(C4) 
charcoai
bimodel
process
soii
bounded
mixed flow
graveiiy 
debris flow 
surface wash
gravelly 
debris flow
surface wash
gravelly 
debris flow
surface wash
gravelly 
debris flow
gravelly 
debris flow
stream flow
I I I I I
O C), 4
A horizon (0-25) tilled soil This trench iocation, once a pen to a llama and now a vegetable garden, was intensively tilled by River 
Farm members since the 1983 debris event. The tiiied soil is composed of organics and sediment.
Unit A abrupt contact; structureless; poorly-sorted; silt to angular pebbles (to 5 cm diameter); unit fines upward.
A horizon (0-15)
no paieosol
Unit B abrupt contact; imbrication varies from slight horizontal, to 20° eastward; clast supported; very poorly-sorted; fine 
. sand to cobbles (to 10 cm); sparse charcoal flecks (1-3 mm). Animal burrows and tree roots occupy the paieosol of this 
\unit.
Unit C abrupt contact; structureless; poorly-sorted; fine sand to cobbles (to 12 cm). Top of unit has been modified 
by surface wash ieaving weii-sorted, sub-angular to angular pebbles (5 to 20 mm diameter); sparse charcoal flecks 
(1-3 mm).
no paieosol Unit D abrupt contact; structureless; poorly-sorted; fine sand to cobbles (to 15 cm). Top of unit has been modified 
by surface wash leaving well-sorted, sub-angular to angular pebbles (5 to 20 mm diameter); sparse charcoal flecks 
(1-3 mm).
no paieosol Unit E abrupt contact; structureless; poorly-sorted; fine sand to cobbles (to 20 cm). Top of unit has been modified 
by surface wash leaving well-sorted, sub-angular to angular pebbles (5 to 20 mm diameter); sparse charcoal flecks 
(1-3 mm).
A horizon (0-10) Unit F abrupt contact; is structureless; very poorly-sorted; fine sand to small boulders (to 30 cm diameter); sparse 
charcoal flecks (1-3 mm).
1
no paieosoi Unit G abrupt contact, gently dipping lamina (1-20 mm thick); bimodal; with well-sorted silt to medium sand 
interspersed with sub-angular to rounded cobbles (to 25 cm diameter); sparselcharcoal flecks (1-3 mm).
1
Figure 3.18
Llama Pen Strat. Column 
Trench 2
Hardscrabble Creek Fan
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Figure 3.19 Saw Mill Stratigraphic Column - Hardscrabble Creek Fan - Trench 1
depth
(meters)
0.99.
1.45
1.83
................ •••»••. . • • • * •
2.29-i5*°f'”9''
age (yr. BP)
• * V i 
*
predominant 
grain size
I
process
soil
bounded 
seq
gravelly 
debris flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc.
flow
hyperconc.
flow
gravelly 
debris flow
hyperconc. 
___ flsw___
gravelly 
debris flow
; ■ -f—-
J--- ^
CV 1^*
'9
hyperconc. 
___ fifflfli___
A horizon (0-10)
B horizon (10+)
Unit A structureless; poorly-sorted; fine sand to small cobbles with one boulder (50 cm diameter);.
The location of this trench was inundated by the 1979 and 1983 flows. Unit A represents one or both of those 
events. Unit may have been reworked during cleanup of fan surface.
Unit is dark brown, organic rich.
no paleosol Unit B abrupt contact; structureless; silt to coarse sand; trace charcoal flakes (1 to 3 mm diameter).
B horizon (0-8) Unit C abrupt contact; structureless; silt to pebbles (to 3 cm diameter); trace charcoal flakes (to 15 mm 
diameter).
no paleosol Unit D abrupt contact; alternating silt and sand horizontal laminae (1-5 cm thick); well-sorted; silt to medium 
sand.
no paleosol Unit E abrupt contact; slightly imbricated; poorly-sorted; fine sand to cobbles (to 10 cm diameter); trace 
charcoal flakes (to 15 mm diameter).
no paleosol Unit F abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; silt to coarse sknd.
Unit is characterized by tan sand on top and gray sand on bottom.
no paleosol Unit G abrupt contact; slightly imbricated; poorly-sorted; fine sand to cobbles (to 25 cm diameter).
i
no paleosol Unit H abrupt contact; structureless; moderately-sorted; silt to poarse sand.
Figure 3.19
Saw Mill Strat. Column 
Trench 1
Hardscrabble Creek Fan
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Figure 3.20 Hardscrabble Cutbank Strat. Column - Hardscrabble Creek Fan - Trench 3
depth
(meters)
1.29
■ • b'-'
2.65 _
3.84 
3.90 .■s^TTTyv v-tsM
4.08
age (yr. BP) predominant grain size process
soil
bounded soil horizons
rSn 'IN 6o
t:^
hyperconc.
flow
gravelly 
debris flow
hyperconc.
flow
gravelly 
debris flow
hyperconc. flow
sheet
gravelly 
debris flow
unit description
Unit A structureless: moderately-sorted; fine sand to pebbles (to 5 cm diameter); pebbles are subangular to 
angular.
The location of this trench mav have been inundated by the 1979 and 1983 flows. Unit-A may represent one 
or both of those events. Unit may have been reworked during cleanup of fan surface.
Dark brown, organic-rich material at top of unit..
contact obscured 
by roots
Unit B contact obscured but no soil horizon was identified; structureless, poorly sorted, fine sand to cobbles (to 
10 cm diameter): trace charcoal flakes (1-3 mm diameter).
many tree roots obscured this unit.
contact obscured 
by roots
Unit C contact obscured but no soil horizon was identified: structureless; well-sorted; silt to coarse sand \with 
scattered pebbles to 3 cm; trace charcoal flakes (1-3 mm diameter).
many tree roots obscured much of this unit.
1!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
no paleosol Unit D abrupt contact; structureless; poorly-sorted; fine sand to jcxjbbles (to 10 cm diameter).
!
1
i
i
1
no paleosol Unit E abrupt contact; structureless; well-sorted; silt to coarse sand with scattered pebbles and cobbles to 10 cm.
no paleosol Unit F abrupt contact; structureless: well-sorted pebbles to 4 cm diameter
no paleosol Unit G abrupt contact; structureless; poorly-sorted; fine sand to cobbles (to 12 cm).
Figure 3.20
Hardscrabble Cutbank 
Trench 3
Stratigraphic Column
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Figure 3.21 Contributions of Ancient Fan Aggradational Processes
oxbow lake +
woody S.F.N.R.
trench name and number
gravelly 
debris flow
hyperconc.
flow
mixed
flow
debris
flow
creek
deposits
overbank
deposits
Sygitowicz Cutbank 10 16% 41% 0% 49% 0% 0%
Log Pile 8 28% 72% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Horse Pasture 7 47% 40% 0% 0% 14% 0%
Alder Grove 9 29% 68% 0% 0% 3% 0%
Pole House 5 11% 34% 18% 0% 7% 26%
Hillside Road 4 48% 0% 32% 0% 0% 20%
Radonski Cutbank 6 48% 17% 0% 0% 4% 24%
Saw Mill 1 61% 39% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Llama Pen 2 60% 0% 18% 0% 22% 0%
Hardscrabble Cutbank 3 44% 56% 0% 0% 0% 0%
total 39% 37% 7% 5% 5% 7%
Total Contribution of Ancient Fan Aggradational Processes
(net aggradation by each process / total net aggradation) x 100
7%
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Figure 3.22 Most Prevalent Ancient Fan Aggradational Processes
The most common aggradational processes on the ancient fans are gravelly 
debris flows (39% net aggradation), and hyperconcentrated flows (37% net 
aggradation).
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Figure 3.23 Sheetflood Lag Deposits
Moderately-sorted pebbles characterize this sheetflood lag deposit found on the top of a 
gravelly debris flow (Unit L) in the Log Pile trench (Trench 8).
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Figure 3.24 Ancient Oxbow Lake and S. F. Nooksack River deposits
90
meters above sea level*
85"
80
76
Ancient Oxbow lake silt and clay and South Fork Nooksack River overbank 
coarse sands were found In the bottom of three stratigraphic columns on 
the RadonskI Creek fan. This supports the hypothesis that the S.F. 
Nooksack River has laterally eroded westward into the RadonskI Creek fan 
In ancient times. The elevation of the ancient and historic S. F. Nooksack 
River deposits decrease eastward from Hillside Road deposits at 86 meters 
above sea level to the present course of the S. F. Nooksack River at 76 
meters above sea level. , ^
2,000-1,710 yr. BP 
paleosol
86^ m
7.2 m
Deming, VW. USGS 7.5 Minute Quad.1972, 
revised 1994. 40 ft. contour
80.6 m
4,400-3,870 yr. BP 
peat
Pole House
Rad. Cutbank oxbow
deposits rr~1.0 m
Test Pit #10
S.F.N.R. 
(1994 level)
* Surveyed with total station, S. F. Nooksack River elevation from USGS 7.5 Deming Quadrangle, revised 1994.
^ west east"^
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Charcoal was found in all of the Radonski stratigraphic columns. There is no data on the 
presence of charcoal for some of the deposits.
KEY
blank - no data available.
dash - not applicable, no paleosol present.
0 - no charcoal was found in sample
1 - trace charcoal flakes (1-3 mm) compose up to 0.1% of sample.
2 - trace charcoal flakes (1-3 mm) compose 0.1 - 2.0 % of sample.
3 - charcoal flakes (1-15 mm) compose 2.0 - 3.0 % of sample.
4 - charcoal flakes (1-15 mm) compose 3.0-5.0 % of sample.
Figure 3.25 Radonski Creek Fan Charcoal Count
Radonski Creek fan
charcoal mixed charcoal in
strat column unit name deposit type in deposit paleosol age (yr. BP)
Pole House
Hillside Road
Radonski
Cutbank
PH-A m ixed-flow 1 0
PH-D hypercon. flow 0
PH-E gravelly debris-flow 0 -
PH-F hypercon. flow 2
PH-G gravelly debris-flow 1 -
PH-H hypercon. flow 2 -
PH-I gravelly debris-flow 0 -
PH-J hypercon. flow 0
PH-L hypercon. flow
PH-M S.F.N.R. overbank gravel -
PH-base S.F.N.R. oxbow lake 3 -
HSR-A mixed-flow 0
HSR-B gravelly debris-flow -
HSR-C gravelly debris-flow
HSR-D mixed-flow 1
HSR-E hypercon. flow
HSR-F hypercon. flow
HSR-G mixed-flow
HSR-H gravelly debris-flow
HSR-I gravelly debris-flow
HSR-J gravelly debris-flow 2
HSR-K S.F.N.R. overbank gravel -
HSR-KK S.F.N.R. oxbow lake 3
RCB-A hypercon. flow 0 0
RCB-B gravelly debris-flow 1 -
RCB-C gravelly debris-flow 0 -
RCB-D gravelly debris-flow 0 -
RCB-E stream flow -
RCB-F hypercon. flow 2 -
RCB-G S.F.N.R. oxbow lake 0 0
(280-10)
(620-140)
(4,400-3,870)
(1,060-920)
(2,000-1,710)
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Charcoal was found in two of three of the Hardscrabble stratigraphic coiumns. There is no data 
on the presence of charcoal for some of the deposits, especially for the Cutbank stratigraphic 
column where tree roots obscured some of the strata.
Figure 3.26 Hardscrabble Creek fan Charcoal Count
KEY
blank - no data available.
dash - not applicable, no paleosol present.
0 - no charcoal was found in sample
1 - trace charcoal flakes (1-3 mm) compose up to 0.1% of sample.
2 - trace charcoal flakes (1-3 mm) compose 0.1 - 2.0 % of sample.
3 - charcoal flakes (1-15 mm) compose 2.0 - 3.0 % of sample.
4 - charcoal flakes (1-15 mm) compose 3.0-5.0 % of sample.
Hardscrabble Creek fan
charcoal mixed
strat column unit name deposit type in deposit
charcoal in age range 
paleosol BP)
(yr-
Saw Mill
Llama Pen
Hardscrabble
Cutbank
SM-A gravelly debris-flow 0 0
SM-B hypercon. flow 1 -
SM-C hypercon. flow 3 0
SM-D hypercon. flow -
SM-E gravelly debris-flow 0 -
SM-F hypercon. flow -
SM-G gravelly debris-flow -
SM-H hypercon. flow -
LLP-A mixed-flow 0 0
LLP-B gravelly debris-flow 2
LLP-C gravelly debris-flow 2 -
LLP-D gravelly debris-flow 2 -
LLP-E gravelly debris-flow 2 -
LLP-F gravelly debris-flow 3 0
LLP-G stream flow 2 -
HCB-A hypercon. flow 0
HCB-B gravelly debris-flow
HCB-C hypercon. flow 2
HCB-D gravelly debris-flow 2
HCB-E hypercon. flow -
HCB-F stream flow -
HCB-G gravelly debris-flow -
(4,960-4,650)
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Charcoal was found in all of the Sygitowicz stratigraphic columns. There is no data on 
the presence of charcoal for some of the deposits. See key on previous page.
Figure 3.27 Sygitowicz Creek Fan Charcoal Count
Sygitowicz Creek fan
charcoal mixed charcoal in
strat column unit name deposit type
Log Pile
Horse Pasture
Alder Grove
CB-A hypercon. flow 1 0
CB-B hypercon. flow 0 0
CB-F hypercon. flow 0 0
CB-H gravelly debris-flow 1 -
CB-HH hypercon. flow -
CB-R hypercon. flow 3
CB-Q hypercon. flow 3 0
CB-OO woody debris-flow 4
CB-O woody debris-flow 1 0
CB-P gravelly debris-flow 0
LP-A hypercon. flow 1 0
LP-B gravelly debris-flow 0 -
LP-C hypercon. flow 3
LP-D hypercon. flow 2 4
LP-E hypercon. flow 3
LP-F hypercon. flow 0 1
LP-G hypercon. flow 2
LP-H hypercon. flow 2
LP-I hypercon. flow 1
LP-J hypercon. flow 2 3
LP-K gravelly debris-flow 0 -
LP-L gravelly debris-flow 3 3
HP-A hypercon. flow 1 0
HP-B hypercon. flow 2 -
HP-C hypercon. flow 3 0
HP-D gravelly debris-flow 1 0
HP-E hypercon. flow 2 0
HP-F gravelly debris-flow 0 0
HP-FF hypercon. flow 2 0
HP-G gravelly debris-flow 4 4
AG-AA hypercon. flow 1 0
AG-A hypercon. flow 1 0
AG-B hypercon. flow 1 0
AG-BB hypercon. flow 0
AG-C stream flow 1 0
AG-D stream flow 1 0
AG-E hypercon. flow 0
AG-F hypercon. flow 0
AG-G hypercon. flow 0
AG-GG hypercon. flow 0
AG-H hypercon. flow 0
AG-I hypercon. flow 1 1
AG-J hypercon. flow 1 1
AG-K hypercon. flow 1 0
AG-L gravelly debris-flow 0 0
AG-M hypercon. flow 2 0
AG-N hypercon. flow 0 0
age range (yr. BP)
(920-670)
(1,320-1,060)
(3,840-3,210)
(3,370-3,070)
(4,510-3,700)
(5,290-4,420)
(6,270-5,570)
(1,170-926)
(6,280-5,760)
(1,690-1,180)
(2,140-1,810)
(2,720-1,990)
(5,980-5,290)
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Figure 3.28 Net Aggradation vs. Time
net
trench name
trench
number deposit
max. age 
(yr. BP)
aggradation
(m)
Sygitowicz fan Logpile 8 surface 0 3.79
LP-D 3,370 2.65
LP-E 4,510 2.24
LP-G 5,290 1.86
. LP-I 6,270 0
Cutbank 10 surface 0 2.74
CB-F 920 1.64
CB-Q 1,320 1.40
CB-0 3,840 0.00
Horse Pasture 7 surface 0 4.10
E 1,170 3.03
HP-FF 6,280 0.00
Alder Grove 9 surface 0 4.27
AG-H 1,690 2.49
AG-I 2,140 2.16
AG-J 2,720 1.78
AG-M 5,980 0
Radonski fan Pole House 5 surface 0 4.72
PH-G 280 2.92
PH-J 620 2.38
PH-base 4,400 0
Hillside Road 4 surface 0 3.27
HSR-G 1,060 1.06
HSR-I 2,000 0.00
Hardscrabble fan Llama Pen 2 surface 0 2.79
LLP-F 4,960 0.00
7000 6000 5000 4000 3000 2000 1000 0
age (yr. BP)
The table and graph represent net (cumulative) aggradation over time per trench. All fan aggradational processes, debris flow/ 
deposits (88%) as well as creek (5%) and river deposits (7%), are included. Data points represent fan deposits with radiocarbon 
ages. Vertical fan deposition is measured from the oldest dated deposit. Fan deposits found below the lowest dated unit in the 
stratigraphic column are not represented in the table or graph. Aggradation shown is a result of ancient process except for the top 
0.86 meters of the Pole House trench which is from the 1983 debris flow. Applying best-fit trendlines for each plot was not 
possible due to the variability in number and age of the data points. Combining plots to create averages per fan and for all three 
fans was not possible because of the distinctiveness of each trench. The Llama Pen trench (Trench 2) has only one dated deposit 
so its net vertical deposition appears linear over time.
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Figure 3.29 Aggradation Rates
ave. ave.
trench
name
trench
number
max. age 
(yr. BP)
midpoint age 
(yr. BP)
net
aggradation
(m)
aggradation rate 
m/yr. per trench
aggradation rate 
cm/yr.
aggradation rate 
cm/yr. per 
trench
aggradation 
rate cm/yr. per 
fan
Sygitowicz Logpile 8 0 1,685 3.79 0.0003 0.03
fan 3,370 3,940 2.65 0.0004 0.04
4,510 4,900 2.24 0.0005 0.05
5,290 5,785 1.86 0.0019 0.19
6,280 0.08
Cutbank 10 0 460 2.74 0.0012 0.12
920 1,120 1.64 0.0006 0.06
1,320 2,580 1.40 0.0006 0.06
3,840 0.08
Horse 7 0 585 4.10 0.0009 0.09
Pasture 1,170 3,725 3.03 0.0006 0.06 1
6,280 0.08
Alder 9 0 845 4.27 0.0011 0.11
Grove 1,690 1,915 2.49 0.0007 ; 0.07
2,140 2,430 2.16 0.0007 1 ' 0.07
2,720 4,350 1.78 0.0005
b 0.05
5,980 0.07 0.08
RadonskI Pole House 5 0 140 4.72 0.0064 0.64
fan 280 450 2.92 0.0016 0.16
620 2,510 2.38 0.0006 0.06
4,400 0.29
Hillside 4 0 530 3.27 0.0021 0.21
Road 1,060 1,530 1.06 0.0011 0.11
2,000 0.16 0.22
Hardscrabble Llama Pen 2 0 2,480 2.79 0.0006 0.06
fan 4,960 0.06 0.06
average aggradation rate for all three fans (cm/yr.) 0.12
midpoint age = older age - ((older age - younger age) / 2) 
growth rate = delta growth / delta time
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Midpoints were used for the ages. Debris flow deposits found below the lowest dated unit in the 
stratigraphic column were not included in the table or graph. Applying best-fit trendlines for each 
plot was not practical due to the variability in number and age of the data points. Combining plots 
to create averages per fan and for all three fans was not possible because of the distinctiveness of 
each trench. It was not possible to plot a curve for the Llama Pen trench because it has only one 
radiocarbon age.
Aggradation Rate cm/yr. vs. Time per Trench 
(using age midpoints)
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Figure 3.30 Average Debris Flow Recurrence Interval vs. Time
Log Pile
Syg Cutbank
Horse Pasture
Alder Grove
Pole House
Hillside Road
Llama Pen
debris flow deposit or 
s.b.s. designation
meix. age of 
debris flow 
(yr.BP)
midpoint age between 
dated units (yr. BP)
average recurrence 
interval between events 
(years)
LP-A, LP-B
EP^r
EFqr
Ep:r
EPT"
EP:5“
EPTT
EP^
EPEE
EPET
EPET
USB"
UBT"
CB-HH
BBET
CB-00
cB-0
RPE5T
HP-BtoE
HPT"
HPBr
HP^G"
AG-AA
AG^C"
AGE3"
AGB"
AG^
AG-GG
AG^
AGT
AGET
AGET
AGT"
AGTT
AG-N
PFEA"
PH-D, E
PH-F, G, H, I
PRET
PFET
PFEir
PH-base
HSR-A, B
HBRET
HSR-D
HSR-G
HSRTT
HSRT
HBRET
HSR-K
HSR-KK
LLP-A
EEP:B, C, D, E
EEPT"
EEPET
3,370
4,510
5,290
6,280
920
1,320
3,840
1,170
6,280
5,980
280
620
4,400
1,060
2,000
1,685
"3;Mr
4,900
"57ST
trench average
TB(r
TW
TSSS
trench average
“555”
■G75T
trench average
"5?T
T5T5"
"OT"
■T350"
trench average 
fan average
"W
"555"
T5TC"
trench average
SW
T53?T
trench average 
fan average
-2m-
4,960
1,123
TW
■w
■757"
■w
"753"
T2B0"
HS7"
585^
Tssr
TS75"
IBT
■w
"553*
T05T
"55T
873
”53”
3?n"
T3BB"
"5sr
■7BT
■w
*3S5"
466
1,653
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It was not possible to date every deposit so the recurrence interval was arithmetically averaged for units between dated units. 
Debris flow deposits found below the lowest dated unit in the stratigraphic column were not graphed. Combining plots to create 
averages per fan and for all three fans was not practical because of the variability of data points and distinctiveness of each 
trench. The Llama Pen trench has three soil-bounded sequences (s.b.s.) but only one radiocarbon age. Therefore, it was not 
possible to accurately plot the change of recurrence interval over time. The average recurrence interval was plotted as a point 
instead. "Debris flow" as used in the table and graph represents woody debris flows, gravelly debris flows, and 
hyperconcentrated flows.
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7,000 6,000 5,000 4,000 3,000 2,000 1,000 0
midpoint age (yr. BP)
midpoint age = older age - {(older age - younger age) / 2)
Average Debris Flow Recurrence Interval vs. Time
(using midpoint age)
average debris flow recurrence interval for field area = 868 years |
Figure 3,31 Debris Flow Deposit Thickness vs. Time
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It was not possible to date every deposit or soil-bounded sequence so the recurrence interval was 
arithmetically averaged for non-dated units found between dated deposts or soil-bound sequences. 
Data points with radiocarbon ages are solid. Debris flow deposits found below the lowest dated unit in 
the stratigraphic column were not graphed. Applying best-fit trendlines for each plot was not possible 
due to the variability in number and age of the data points. Combining plots to create averages per fan 
and for all three fans was not possible because of the distinctiveness of each trench.
Debris Flow Deposit Thickness vs. Time 
(note: many data points are averaged, see table)
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Figure 3.32 Depths and Ages of 14C Dated Samples
Horse Alder Pole Hillside Llama
depth in 
meters
Cut Bank Log Pile Pasture Grove House Road Pen
1.10 1.14 1.07 1.78 1.78 2.15 2.15
1.34 1.55 4.10 2.11 2.25 3.27
2.00 1.93 2.49 4.25
2.79 4.27
Depths and Ages of 14C Dated Samples
(max. calibrated yrs. BP)
Cut Log Horse Alder Pole Hillside Llama
The Log Pile trench on the Sygitowicz fan is the only trench that shows decreasing 
aggradation rate over time. Aggradation at this location increased sharply in the mid 
Holocene (6,000 to 5,000 years B.P.) but leveled off in the late Holocene. The increased 
aggradation in the mid Holocene may have created a topographic high at this point on 
the fan that subsequent debris flows were diverted around.
The Radonski fan is the fastest aggradaing of the three fans. This is likely because 
erosion by the South Fork Nooksack River has created topographic low areas at mid fan, 
as evident by ancient oxbow lake deposits, that were more likely to be depositional areas 
of subsequent debris flows.
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Figure 3.33 Trends in Fan Aggradation - Mid Holocene to the Present
debris flow
trench no.
net
aggradation
aggradation
rate
recurrence
interval
deposit
thickness
Sygitowicz fan Log Pile 8 increase decrease increase increase
Syg. Cutbank 10 increase increase decrease decrease
Horse Pasture 7 increase increase decrease decrease
Alder Grove 9 increase increase decrease decrease
Radonski fan Pole House 5 increase increase decrease decrease
Hillside Road 4 increase increase decrease decrease
Rad. Cutbank 6 - - -
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Chapter 4 - Discussion
Fan aggradation in the study area, as evident by both modern and ancient 
fan deposits, occurs episodically as a result of debris flows. Evidence for debris 
flow activity goes back to the mid Holocene (6,000 years ago). The findings 
agree with Orme’s (1989, 1990) findings that debris flows have been a recurring 
process on steep, wooded terrain in northwest Washington for at least 3,400 
years.
Fan Building Processes and Rates
Correlating Modern and Ancient Fan Processes
The most prominent ancient fan building processes in the study area are 
gravelly debris flows and hyperconcentrated flows. Woody debris flows, common 
modern fan building processes (1979 to1983), were not responsible for 
substantial ancient fan building. The lack of wood in the ancient deposits 
suggests stream channels of the upper basins contained less woody debris in 
ancient times. Data indicates an increase in the rate of fan aggradation from the 
mid to late Holocene. It is difficult to determine whether the modern debris flow 
activity from 1979 to 1984 is above ambient levels of this trend. However, the 
nature of modern debris flows changed because of introduction of logging slash 
into stream channels in the upper drainage basins during periods of heavy 
harvesting this century. Once the woody debris was flushed from stream 
channels, the wood content of the subsequent modern debris flows returned to 
that of ancient debris flows.
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Distribution of Deposits
Gravelly debris flows dominate the upper fans, and, based on strata of 
only one trench, the more fluid hyperconcentrated flows dominate the lower fans. 
Only the Alder Grove trench was located on the distal part of a fan. Although the 
fan at this point is built primarily by thin (10 to 40 cm thick) hyperconcentrated 
flows, a thick (1.31 m) gravelly debris flow deposit occupies the lower strata of 
this trench. The presence of what must have been a very large flow should make 
resource managers wary of declaring even the most distal parts of these fans 
non-hazardous.
The presence of silt and clay deposits, interpreted as ancient oxbow lake 
deposits, in the bottom of all three Radonski trenches suggests that the South 
Fork Nooksack River has been responsible for eroding away the middle and 
lower portions of the Radonski fan in the mid to late Holocene. Similar deposits 
were not found in the trenches of the other two fans. The Radonski fan is also 
the fastest aggrading of the three fans. This is likely because erosion by the river 
has created topographic low areas on the fan that are more likely to be 
depositional area of debris flows.
Trends in Debris Flow Activity
Debris flow activity in the study area is increasing over time. A slight to
major increase in the aggradation rate over time is shown in five of the six
trenches that have more than one radiocarbon age. The Log Pile trench on the
Sygitowicz fan is the only trench that shows a declining aggradation rate over
time. Aggradation at this location increased sharply in the mid Holocene (6,000
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\Paleosols, representing a period of stability on the ancient fan surface, 
were found on the tops of many of the ancient fan deposits. The paleosols were 
useful when determining recurrence intervals for debris flows. Some of the 
ancient debris flow deposits do not have paleosols. There is no way to 
determine the length of time between these debris flow events, despite the fact 
that the processes are different and distinct contacts are present. It takes at 
least twenty years to develop a soil of any significance in this climate/region 
(Alan Walters, NRCS, oral communication, 1998). Eyewitness accounts of the 
1983 debris flow on Sygitowicz fan describe pulses of gravelly debris flows and 
hyperconcentrated flows occurring over the course of a day (Larry Flynn, oral 
communication, 1997). The time between ancient debris flows could therefore 
range between hours to twenty years. In order to calculate the debris-flow 
recurrence interval and deposit thickness versus time I included the non-paleosol 
deposits with deposits with paleosols. I call these soil-bounded sequences. 
Recurrence intervals calculated using soil-bounded sequences rather than 
individual deposits will therefore represent the maximum recurrence interval 
possible.
to 5,000 years B.P.) but leveled off in the late Holocene. This may be because
the increased aggradation in the mid Holocene created a topographic high at this
point on the fan and that subsequent debris flows were diverted around this
location. This hypothesis is difficult to test based on the strata from just one
trench.
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The precision of the recurrence interval increases with the number of 
radiocarbon ages. The recurrence interval for debris flows (or soil-bound 
sequences) averaged per fan is 873 years for Sygitowicz fan (thirteen 
radiocarbon ages from four trenches), 466 years for Radonski fan (five 
radiocarbon ages from two trenches), and 1,653 years for Hardscrabble fan (one 
radiocarbon age from one trench). The modified recurrence interval for debris 
flows (or soil-bound sequences) averaged over all three fans is 868 years 
(nineteen radiocarbon ages from seven trenches).
If modern debris flows covered an average of twenty percent of the fan 
surfaces (Figure 2.1), then the recurrence interval of ancient flows for that fan 
may be 80 percent smaller than 868 years, or 173 years. This neglects the effect 
of roads and pastures that provided conduits for the modern events and thus 
increased the area of the fan covered by debris flows.
Orme tentatively concluded that moderate-to-large debris flows occur 
every 67 years and extremely large debris flows occur every 481 years in this 
region. Orme’s (1989, 1990) results are based on a variety of data from many 
sources in Whatcom and Skagit Counties. Thickness of modern debris flows in 
this study ranged from several meters on the proximal fan to several tens of 
centimeters on the distal fan. It is therefore hard to determine whether ancient 
debris flows were large or small based only on deposit thickness at a given point 
on the fan.
Results of this study show that debris flows became thinner yet occurred 
more often from the mid Holocene to the present. The type of debris flow does
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not seem to change over this time period, except for an increased occurrence of 
woody debris flows this century (discussed earlier). Aggradation is a function of 
the number of deposits over time (recurrence interval) and the thickness of those 
deposits. The evidence that aggradation rates have increased over time even 
though the deposits have thinned over time suggest that the increased 
recurrence interval is a more significant factor in fan aggradation than the deposit 
thickness.
Possible Causes for Increased Sedimentation in the Late Holocene
Based on the results of this study, debris flow activity is increasing from 
the mid Holocene to the present. Reasons for the increased sedimentation may 
include earthquakes, climate, and forest fire.
Earthquakes
Although the three study fans were built by alluvial processes, the initiation 
of some debris flows may be linked to small local earthquakes, or large, regional 
subduction earthquakes. Records show that thousands of earthquakes have 
occurred in the northern Puget Lowland since 1969, with about 700 of these 
events occurring within the outcrop pattern of the Chuckanut Formation 
(Kovanen, 1996). At least fifteen of these events have been greater than 
magnitude 4.0 (Roberts, 1999). The 1990 Deming magnitude 5.2 earthquake, 
whose epicenter was located approximately five kilometers from the field area, 
was the largest shallow crustal earthquake in Washington for the last 100 years 
(Roberts, 1999). Based on the seismic records going back to 1969 compiled by
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A variety of geologic and geophysical data suggest that great earthquakes 
with magnitudes between 8.0 and 9.5 have occurred in the last 7,000 years in the 
Pacific Northwest. These very large earthquakes are generated along the 
Cascadia subduction zone by the convergence of the Juan de Fuca plate 
beneath the North American plate. These earthquakes appear to have occurred 
in three general age clusters, around 2,900 years ago, 1,100 years ago, and 300 
years ago; however, the data lack the resolution necessary to distinguish 
between locally induced or regionally induced seismic features (Rogers et al., 
1996; Logan et al., 1998). The recurrence interval is 300 to 1,200 years for 
these events (Atwater, 1996).
Within the Nooksack drainage, to the north and east of the field area, 
there is evidence for at least thirteen very large, deep-seated, bedrock landslides 
(Kovanen, 1996). There is also a dense concentration of very shallow 
earthquake foci in the same geographical area. Kovanen (1996) postulates that 
these are earthquake-induced landslides, because their locations correlate with a 
very active seismic zone. Historical records suggest that ground failures caused 
by future large earthquakes will most likely occur at the same or geologically 
similar locations as those generated during previous earthquakes (Chleborad 
and Schuster, 1998).
Roberts (1999), the recurrence interval for potential landslide-inducing
earthquakes (magnitude 4.0) in the northern Puget lowland is two years.
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7
Climate
Although it is seen that some fans around the world have aggraded in 
response to sudden inundations of sediment associated with intense or 
prolonged precipitation, glacial retreat (paraglacial), volcanic activity, 
earthquakes, and forest fire, the shortage of data on the timing and magnitude 
makes it difficult to directly correlate these events to fan aggradation beyond the 
historic record. Other studies have correlated fan aggradation to climate trends 
during the Holocene as suggested by lake level histories, pollen data, and global 
circulation models. Some of these are listed below.
Wasson (1979) found that climactic fluctuations correlate with periods of 
aggradation and degradation on New Zealand fans going back 16,000 years. 
Kochel (1987) found that early Holocene initiation of debris flow activity on 
central Virginia fans coincides with paleoclimatic data for that region. Bierman et 
al. (1997) studied alluvial fan and pond stratigraphy in the mountains of Vermont 
and found that high rates of sedimentation occurred during the early Holocene 
(>6,000 years B.P.), followed by a period of stabilization in mid to late 
Holocene (6,000-2,500 years B.P.), and a return of high sedimentation at the 
end of the late Holocene (<2,500 years B.P.). Bierman et al. (1997) suggest 
a correlation may exist between their findings and changes in climate for that 
region.
Climate regimes may fluctuate spatially as well as temporally. To correlate 
the results of this study to climate trends it is necessary to focus specifically at
the Pacific Northwest climate regime in the Holocene.
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Climate models suggest a period of post-glacial warming in the Pacific 
Northwest that occurred in the early to mid Holocene because the earth was 
closer to the sun, and the tilt of the earth was closest to the sun (perihelion) in the 
summer instead of winter, which is the earth’s present orientation (Kutzbach, 
1987; Whitlock, 1992). Summer radiation was greater and winter radiation was 
less during this period than today. The amplification was greatest between
10.000 and 9,000 years ago (Kutzbach, 1987). At the end of the early Holocene 
and throughout the mid Holocene, the direct effects of greater summer radiation 
in the Pacific Northwest were increased temperature and decreased effective 
moisture (Whitlock, 1992). Indirectly, greater summer radiation also caused an 
expansion of the eastern Pacific sub-tropical pressure system off the Pacific 
Northwest, which intensified summer droughts (Whitlock, 1992).
A threefold sequence of Holocene climate fluctuation based on vegetation 
assemblages is seen in southern British Columbia and western Washington and 
correlates to the Holocene climate models.
Pacific Northwest pollen profiles, studied by Hansen (1947), show a cool- 
moist climate greater than 8,000 years before present that changed to a warm- 
dry climate 8,000 to 4,000 years ago, and a return to a cool-moist climate 4000 
years ago to the present. Huesser (1974) studied pollen assemblages from the 
Hoh River valley, Washington, and found a trend of cool-humid climate 10,000 to
8.000 years ago, a warm-dry period 8,000 to 3,000 years ago, and a cool-humid 
climate 3,000 years ago to the present. Clague and Mathewes (1989) studied 
changes in treeline elevation in a cirque in the mountains in southeastern Coast
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Paleoclimatic reconstructions based on pollen data from Battle Ground 
Lake, Washington suggest that annual precipitation was 40 to 50 percent less 
and annual temperature one to three degrees Celsius higher in the early and mid 
Holocene (9,500 to 4,500 years B.P.) than today (Whitlock et al., 1990).
In the late Holocene, 4,000 years ago to present, temperatures fell and 
precipitation increased in the Pacific Northwest (Huesser, 1973; Whitlock, 1992). 
A cooler-wetter climate would create more frequent and larger storms. Such 
storms would explain the increase in fan aggradation found in this study during 
the late Holocene.
Forest Fire
Changes in climate affect the magnitude and recurrence interval of forest 
fires. Fires were probably more frequent in the Pacific Northwest during the 
warm dry period of the mid Holocene (Brubaker, 1991; Whitlock, 1992). Forest 
vegetation (biomass) does not have as much time to accumulate in forests with 
shorter return periods for fire. Therefore, more frequent but smaller fires are 
associated with warm dry periods (Henderson, USFS, oral communication,
Mountains of British Columbia. They found that the mean growing season
temperature from 9,100 to 8,200 years ago was 0.4 to 0.8 degrees Celsius
warmer than today (Clague and Mathewes, 1989).
2000). Low to moderate intensity fires would have burned understory plants and
killed some trees (Brubaker, 1991). Erosion from these types of fires would be
predominately surficial (Horton overland flow, rilling, dry ravel).
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The change to a cool-moist climate in the late Holocene changed the fire 
regime in this region to that of less frequent, and because of the accumulation of 
biomass, more intense fires (Henderson, USFS, oral communication, 2000). 
Intense fires would have killed most of the trees in a stand. This would reduce 
root cohesion and promote shallow rapid landslides.
Charcoal was found in all ten stratigraphic columns. The presence of 
charcoal in both paleosols and deposits suggests that there must have been 
many forest fires during the mid and late Holocene in the upper drainages as well 
as the lower fan surfaces. The lack of data for some of the deposits makes it 
impossible to correlate trends in fire occurrence to fan aggradation trends in the 
mid to late Holocene. However, the abundant charcoal in all ages of fan deposits 
substantiates the estimate that the average recurrence interval for forest fire in 
the study area is 100 to 400 years (Henderson, USFS, written communication, 
2000).
Summary
The alluvial fans in this study are still aggrading, and, as evident from five 
of six trenches, the rate of aggradation is increasing. Debris flows are becoming 
thinner, yet occurring more often. A change to a cooler, moister climate in the 
late Holocene, as indicated by climate models and pollen studies from this 
region, is likely to be the major contributor to the increased sedimentation seen in 
the fan strata. Forest fires and earthquake-induced landslides may have also 
have affected the timing and magnitude of debris flows during this time period.
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The Sygitowicz, Radonski, and Hardscrabble Creeks are located in the 
Cascade foothills, Washington. The small (0.28 to 0.61 km^) steep, wooded 
drainages receive 160 to 250 centimeters per year precipitation. The three 
drainages are underlain by Chuckanut Formation, a non-marine. Eocene, 
sedimentary rock. The small (0.28 to 0.61 km^) alluvial fans investigated are built 
on the edge of the South Fork Nooksack River valley and are post-Pleistocene 
glacial in age.
This study developed aggradation histories for the three fans going back 
to the mid Holocene by first developing a facies model for local alluvial fans with 
contributing basins composed of Chuckanut Formation and then using the facies 
model to describe ancient stratigraphy exposed in ten trenches on the three fans.
The three alluvial fans aggraded in ancient times and continue to aggrade 
in modern times as a result of episodic debris flows. Abundant wood present in 
modern debris flows occurring after decades of timber harvest this century is not 
present in deposits of ancient debris flows. The most prominent fan building 
processes are gravelly debris flows and hyperconcentrated flows. Gravelly 
debris flows dominate, but are not limited to, the upper fans and the more fluid 
hyperconcentrated flows dominate, but are not limited to, the distal fans.
There is little evidence of surface erosion on the ancient fan surfaces.
Chapter Five - Conclusion
The exceptions are small dewatering channels, sparse sheetflood lag deposits,
and in one trench on the Sygitowicz alluvial fan, cut and fill features representing
a complex history of channel incision and infilling by debris flows. Slack water
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The presence of charcoal in both paleosols and deposits suggests that 
there must have been many forest fires during the mid and late Holocene in the 
upper drainages as well as the lower fan surfaces.
Debris flow activity in the study area is increasing over time. Debris flows 
have been becoming thinner yet occurring more often from the mid-Holocene to 
the present. The evidence that the aggradation rates are increasing over time 
even though the deposits are thinning over time suggests that the decreased 
recurrence interval is a more significant factor in fan aggradation than the deposit 
thickness. The debris flow recurrence interval averaged for all three fans is 868 
years. If modern debris flows covered an average of 20 percent of the fan 
surfaces then the recurrence interval of 868 years for ancient flows may be 80 
percent less, or 173 years.
Historical evidence shows that the study area is seismically active and that 
forest fires occur every 100 to 400 years (Roberts, 1999; Henderson, USFS, oral 
communication, 2000). Climate models and pollen studies from this region 
suggest a cooler-moister climate in the late Holocene (Hansen, 1947; Huesser, 
1973; Kutzbach, 1987). Whether the late Holocene increase in fan aggradation 
has been caused by earthquake or changes in the frequency of forest fires 
cannot be determined from existing data; however, a change to a cooler-moister
silt and clay deposits interpreted as oxbow lakes of the ancient South Fork
Nooksack River suggest that the river has been responsible for truncating much
of the Radonski Creek fan in the mid and late Holocene. An increased
aggradation rate is seen at fan areas eroded by the river.
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climate in the late Holocene is likely to have contributed to the increased 
sedimentation during this time period.
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Soil Horizon Designations
The soil designations used are those developed by the National Cooperative Soil
Survey (1981) (Buol et al.. 1997).
O - Organic horizons are soil layers dominated by organic 
material, except limnic layers [organics deposited in water 
environment]. The 0 horizons have been from organic litter 
derived from plants and animals and deposited on either an 
organic or mineral surface. Although 0 horizons usually are 
present at the soil surface, they may compose the entire 
thickness of soil in the case of organic soils (peat, muck,
Histosols) or where buried by mineral soil. Organic rich horizons 
formed by the translocation of organic matter within the mineral 
material are not designated as 0 horizons.
A - Mineral horizons that formed at the soil surface or below an 
0 horizon, have humified [post-depositional decomposition] 
organic matter mixed with mineral material and are not 
dominated by properties of E or B horizons , or have properties 
resulting from cultivation, pasturing, or similar activities.
B - Horizons in which the dominant features are one or more of 
the following: (1) an illuvial concentration [accumulation of 
migrating soil constituents] of silicate clay, iron, aluminum, 
carbonates, gypsum, or hummus, alone or in combination;
(2) evidence of removal of carbonates; (3) a residual
concentration of sesquioxides or silicate clays, alone or mixed,
that has formed by means other than solution and removal of
carbonates or more soluble salts; (4) coatings of sesquioxides
adequate to give conspicuously darker, stronger, or redder color
than overlying and underlying horizons in the same sequum but
without apparent illuviation of iron; (5) an alteration of material
from its original condition that obliterates original rock structure,
that forms silicate clay, liberates oxides, or both, and that forms a
granular, blocky, or prismatic structure if textures are such that
changes accompany changes in moisture; or (6) any
combination of these.
no horizon - This designation was given to soil types not 
relevant to this study (E, C, and R horizons). Soils under this 
designation are not significantly altered since deposition.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATDN_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
\V/W Y/V-// 711 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 U.S.A
\ (7 \ l J 7ELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
Our Sample No. GX-24624-LS Date Received: 10/09/98
Your Reference: letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Submitted by: Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: LP-E
AGE = 3,045 ± 55 ■'^C years BP (i^c corrected)
Description: Sample of charcoal.
Pretreatment: The charcoal fragments were separated from any sand, silt, rootlets, or other foreign 
matter. The sample was then treated with hot dilute HCI to remove any carbonates, and 
with hot dilute NaOH to remove humic acids and other organic contaminants. After 
washing and drying, the cleaned charcoal was converted to benzene and counted by 
liquid scintillation.
Comments:
S^^CpDB = - 25.3 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for i4C. The error stated is ± 1a as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
711 CONCORD AVENUE -f CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 -f U.S.A 
TELEPHONE; (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No.
Your Reference:
Submitted by:
GX-24625 Date Received: 10/09/98
letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: LP-F
AGE = 3,750 ± 140 years BP C^C corrected)
Description: Sample of soil.
Pretreatment: The soil sample was dispersed in a large volume of water and the clays and organic 
matter were isolated by agitation and ultrasound. The fine clay/organic fraction was 
passed through a fine nylon mesh to filter out any rootlets. The clay/organic fraction 
was then treated with hot diiute HCI to destroy any carbonates. After filtering, washing 
and drying, the clay/organic fraction was then roasted in pure oxygen to produce 
carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
S^^CpDB = - 25.1 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for t^c. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
\V^\ / \/V^ 711 CONCORD AVENUE -f CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 U.S.A I y Y J / TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: s1aff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No. GX-24626 Date Received: 10/09/98
Your Reference: letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Submitted by: Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: LP-H
AGE = 4,270 ± 140 years BP corrected)
Description: Sample of soil.
Pretreatment: The soil sample was dispersed in a large volume of water and the clays and organic 
matter were isolated by agitation and ultrasound. The fine clay/organic fraction was 
passed through a fine nylon mesh to filter out any rootlets. The clay/organic fraction 
was then treated with hot dilute HCI to destroy any carbonates. After filtering, washing 
and drying, the clay/organic fraction was then roasted in pure oxygen to produce 
carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
5^®CpDB = ■ 24.7 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for i^C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
\ V/\/ \/\y 711 CONCORD AVENUE 4- CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 ♦ U.S.A
\ 1/ \ \ / TELEPHONE; (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
Our Sample No. GX-24627 Date Received: 10/09/98
Your Reference: letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Submitted by: Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: LP-J
AGE = 5,225 ± 95 years BP C^C corrected)
Description: Sample of soil.
Pretreatment: The soil sample was dispersed in a large volume of water and the clays and organic 
matter were isolated by agitation and ultrasound. The fine clay/organic fraction was 
passed through a fine nylon mesh to filter out any rootlets. The clay/organic fraction 
was then treated with hot dilute HCI to destroy any carbonates. After filtering, washing 
and drying, the clay/organic fraction was then roasted in pure oxygen to produce 
carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments;
S^^CpDB = - 23.4 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for i^c. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
711 CONCORD AVENUE -f CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 -f U.S.A 
TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No.
Your Reference:
Submitted by:
GX-24622 Date Received: 10/09/98
letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: HP-F
AGE = 1,125 ± 65 ■'^C years BP C^c corrected)
Description: Sample of soil.
Pretreatment: The soil sample was dispersed in a large volume of water and the clays and organic 
matter were isolated by agitation and ultrasound. The fine clay/organic fraction was 
passed through a fine nylon mesh to filter out any rootlets. The clay/organic fraction 
was then treated with hot dilute HCI to destroy any carbonates. After filtering, washing 
and drying, the clay/organic fraction was then roasted in pure oxygen to produce 
carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
5^®CpDB = - 26.1 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 14C. The error stated is ± la as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No.
Your Reference;
Submitted by:
GX-24623 Date Received: 10/09/98
letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: HP-Gz
AGE = 5,260 ± 95 years BP corrected)
Description: Sample of charcoal.
Pretreatment: The charcoal fragments were separated from any sand, silt, rootlets, or other foreign 
matter. The sample was then treated with hot dilute HCI to remove any carbonates, and 
with hot dilute NaOH to remove humic acids and other organic contaminants. After 
washing and drying, the cleaned charcoal was combusted and the carbon dioxide was 
recovered for the analysis.
Comments:
S^^CpDB = - 23.5 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for i^C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
SPECIALISTS IN GEOCHRONOLOGY & ISOTOPE GEOLOGY
711 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 -f U.S.A 
TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No.
Your Reference:
Submitted by:
GX-25577 Date Received: 04/15/99
letter dated 04/12/99 Date Reported: 05/21/99
Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, #5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: AG-C
AGE = 2,500 ± 140 years BP corrected).
Description: Sample of soil.
Pretreatment: The soil sample was dispersed in a large volume of water and the clays and organic 
matter were isolated by agitation and ultrasound. The fine clay/organic fraction was 
passed through a fine nylon mesh to filter out any rootlets. The clay/organic fraction 
was then treated with hot dilute HCI to destroy any carbonates. After filtering, washing 
and drying, the clay/organic fraction was then roasted in pure oxygen to produce 
carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
5^^CpDB = -27.7 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 14C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
SPECIALISTS IN GEOCHRONOLOGY & ISOTOPE GEOLOGY
GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
RADKXARBON AGE DETERMINATION_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
\V/W \/Vy 711 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 ♦ U.S.A
\ (7 Vl / ’’’E'-EPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
Our Sample No. GX-2461 6 Date Received: 10/09/98
Your Reference: letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Submitted by: Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: AG-I
AGE = 1,520 ± 120 ■'^C years BP corrected)
Description: Sample of soil.
Pretreatment: The soil sample was dispersed in a large volume of water and the clays and organic 
matter were isolated by agitation and ultrasound. The fine clay/organic fraction was 
passed through a fine nylon mesh to filter out any rootlets. The clay/organic fraction 
was then treated with hot dilute HCI to destroy any carbonates. After filtering, washing 
and drying, the clay/organic fraction was then roasted in pure oxygen to produce 
carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
S^^CpDB = - 25.8 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 14C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATIONREPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
\ V^V \/\^ CONCORD AVENUE -f CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 ♦ U.S.A
\ jT-y / TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
Our Sample No. GX-24617 Date Received: 10/09/98
Your Reference: letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Submitted by: Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: AG-J
AGE = 2,015 ± 75 years BP C^C corrected)
Description: Sample of soil.
Pretreatment: The soil sample was dispersed in a large volume of water and the clays and organic 
matter were isolated by agitation and ultrasound. The fine clay/organic fraction was 
passed through a fine nylon mesh to filter out any rootlets. The clay/organic fraction 
was then treated with hot dilute HCI to destroy any carbonates. After filtering, washing 
and drying, the clay/organic fraction was then roasted in pure oxygen to produce 
carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
5^®CpDB = - 25.7 %,
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 14C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATIONREPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
\ V^V vY-/ / CONCORD AVENUE -f CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 ♦ U.S.A
\ |(^ / TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
Our Sample No. GX-24618 Date Received: 10/0 9/98
Your Reference: letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Submitted by: Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: AG-K
AGE = 2,280 ± 120 ■'^C years BP C^C corrected)
Description: Sample of charcoal.
Pretreatment: The charcoal fragments were separated from any sand, silt, rootlets, or other foreign 
matter. The sample was then treated with hot dilute HCI to remove any carbonates, and 
with hot dilute NaOH to remove humic acids and other organic contaminants. After 
washing and drying, the cleaned charcoal was combusted and the carbon dioxide was 
recovered for the analysis.
Comments:
S’^CpDB = - 25.9 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 14C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
711 CONCORD AVENUE ♦ CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 U.S.A 
TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No.
Your Reference:
Submitted by:
GX-24619 Date Received: 10/09/98
letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: AG-N
AGE = 4,880 ± 170 ■'^C years BP corrected)
Description: Sample of soil.
Pretreatment: The soil sample was dispersed in a large volume of water and the clays and organic 
matter were isolated by agitation and ultrasound. The fine clay/organic fraction was 
passed through a fine nylon mesh to filter out any rootlets. The clay/organic fraction 
was then treated with hot dilute HCI to destroy any carbonates. After filtering, washing 
and drying, the clay/organic fraction was then roasted in pure oxygen to produce 
carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
S^^CpDB = - 24.8 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 14C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
\ V^\/ \/\^ 711 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 4- U.S.AV (7 ri / TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No. GX-24633-LS Date Received: 10/09/98
Your Reference: letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Submitted by: Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: CB-I
AGE = 880 ±45 years BP C^c corrected)
Description: Sample of wood.
Pretreatment: The wood sample was cleaned of dirt and other foreign material and split into small 
pieces. It was then treated with hot dilute HCI to remove any carbonates and with hot 
dilute NaOH to remove humic acids and other organic contaminants. After washing and 
drying, it was converted to benzene and counted by liquid scintillation.
Comments:
S^^CpDB = - 27.1 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for i4C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
\ V/W \/\y 711 CONCORD AVENUE ♦ CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 ♦ U.S.A
\ |T~y \ \ / TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX; (617)661-0148 E-MAILstaff@geochronlabs.com
\ \ T y •
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATIONREPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No. GX-24634 Date Received: 10/09/98
Your Reference: letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Submitted by: Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: CB-00
AGE = 1,305 ± 70 '•^C years BP C^c corrected)
Description: Sample of soil with charcoal..
Pretreatment: The sample of soil and fine charcoal was dispersed in a large volume of water and the 
clays and organic matter were isolated by agitation and ultrasound. The fine 
clay/organic fraction was passed through a fine nylon mesh to filter out any rootlets.
The clay/organic fraction was then treated with hot dilute HCI to destroy any 
carbonates. After filtering, washing and drying, the clay/organic fraction was then 
roasted in pure oxygen to produce carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
S^^CpDB = - 26.0 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 14C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
\ V/\/ \/\^ 711 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 -f U.S.A\ ( / 11 / TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION____________ __________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No. GX-24635 Date Received: 10/09/98
Your Reference: letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Submitted by: Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: CB-0
AGE = 3,295 ± 135 years BP C^c corrected)
Description: Sample of soil.
Pretreatment: The soil sample was dispersed in a large volume of water and the clays and organic 
matter were isolated by agitation and ultrasound. The fine clay/organic fraction was 
passed through a fine nylon mesh to filter out any rootlets. The clay/organic fraction 
was then treated with hot dilute HCI to destroy any carbonates. After filtering, washing 
and drying, the clay/organic fraction was then roasted in pure oxygen to produce 
carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
S^^CpDB = - 25.2 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 14C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
711 CONCORD AVENUE -f CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 -f U.S.A 
TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATDN REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No. GX-24628-LS Date Received: 10/0 9/98
Your Reference: letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Submitted by: Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5 
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: PH-Gi
AGE = 90 ± 40 ■'^C years BP C^c corrected)
(98.88 ± 0.51)% of the modern (1950) '•^C activity.
Description: Sample of wood.
Pretreatment: The wood sample was cleaned of dirt and other foreign material and split into small 
pieces. It was then treated with hot dilute HCl to remove any carbonates and with hot 
dilute NaOH to remove humic acids and other organic contaminants. After washing and 
drying, it was converted to benzene and counted by liquid scintillation.
Comments:
S^^CpoB = - 28.2 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby haif iife (5570 years) for i4c. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
SPECIALISTS IN GEOCHRONOLOGY & ISOTOPE GEOLOGY
GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
711 CONCORD AVENUE -f CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 ♦ U.S.A 
TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No. GX-24629 Date Received: 1 0/09/98
Your Reference: letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/1 7/98
Submitted by: Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: PH-J combo
AGE = 370 ± 105 years BP corrected)
Description: Sample of wood.
Pretreatment: The wood sample was cleaned of dirt and other foreign material and split into small
pieces. It was then treated with hot dilute HCI to remove any carbonates and with hot 
dilute NaOH to remove humic acids and other organic contaminants. After washing and 
drying, it was combusted to recover carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
8^®CpDB = ■ 26.3 %o
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 1^C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
711 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 -f U.S.A 
TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL VtfORK
Our Sample No.
Your Reference:
Submitted by:
GX-24630 Date Received: 10/09/98
letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: PH-L
AGE = Modern, less than years BP corrected)
(99.87 ± 0.80)% of the modern (1950) activity.
Description: Sample of wood.
Pretreatment: The wood sample was cleaned of dirt and other foreign material and split into small 
pieces. It was then treated with hot dilute HCI to remove any carbonates and with hot 
dilute NaOH to remove humic acids and other organic contaminants. After washing and 
drying, it was combusted to recover carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
S^^CpDB = - 26.4 %,
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 14C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
711 CONCORD AVENUE -f CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 ♦ U.S.A 
TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No.
Your Reference:
Submitted by:
GX-24632 Date Received: 10/09/98
letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: PH-basal unit
AGE = 3,750 ± 80 years BP corrected)
Description: Sample of soil.
Pretreatment: The soil sample was dispersed in a large volume of water and the clays and organic 
matter were isolated by agitation and ultrasound. The fine clay/organic fraction was 
passed through a fine nylon mesh to filter out any rootlets. The clay/organic fraction 
was then treated with hot dilute HCI to destroy any carbonates. After filtering, washing 
and drying, the clay/organic fraction was then roasted in pure oxygen to produce 
carbon dioxide for the analysis.
Comments:
5^®CpDB = - 26.5 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for i^C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
711 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 ♦ U.S.A 
TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No.
Your Reference:
Submitted by:
GX-24620-LS Date Received: 10/09/98
letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: HSR-G
AGE = 1,055 ± 45 ^4c years BP corrected)
Description: Sample of wood.
Pretreatment: The wood sample was cleaned of dirt and other foreign material and split into small 
pieces. It was then treated with hot dilute HCI to remove any carbonates and with hot 
dilute NaOH to remove humic acids and other organic contaminants. After washing and 
drying, it was converted to benzene and counted by liquid scintillation.
Comments:
8^®CpDB = - 24.3 %.
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 14C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES
a division of Krueger Enterprises, Inc.
711 CONCORD AVENUE ♦ CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138-1002 ♦ U.S.A 
TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148 E-MAIL: staff@geochronlabs.com
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION_________________________ REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No.
Your Reference:
Submitted by:
GX-24621 Date Received: 10/09/98
letter dated 10/04/98 Date Reported: 11/17/98
Mr. John deLaChapelle
936 24th Street, Suite 5
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: HSR-J
AGE = 1,930 ± 70 ■'^C years BP corrected)
Description: Sample of charcoal.
Pretreatment: The charcoal fragments were separated from any sand, silt, rootlets, or other foreign 
matter. The sample was then treated with hot dilute HCI to remove any carbonates, and 
with hot dilute NaOH to remove humic acids and other organic contaminants. After 
washing and drying, the cleaned charcoal was combusted and the carbon dioxide was 
recovered for the analysis.
Comments:
S^^CpDB = - 24.5 %.
Notes: This dale is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for 14C. The error stated is ± 1o as judged by 
the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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GEOCHRON LABORATORIES a division of
KRUEGER ENTERPRISES, INC.
711 CONCORD AVENUE ♦ CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138 ♦ U S A 
TELEPHONE: (617)876-3691 TELEFAX: (617)661-0148
RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION REPORT OF ANALYTICAL WORK
Our Sample No. GX-24215-AMS Date Received: 05/27/98
Your Reference: submission form rec'd 05/27/98 Date Reported: 07/09/98
Submitted by: John de la ChapelleWestern Washington University
Geological Sciences
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Sample Name: Cascade Foothills; C4 (2B203) 
organic material
AGE = 4,270 +/“ 50 C-14 years BP (C-13 corrected).
Description: Sample of charcoal.
Pretreatment: The charcoal fragments were separated from any sand, 
silt, rootlets, or other foreign matter. The sample 
was then treated with hot dilute HCl to remove any 
carbonates, and with hot dilute NaOH to remove humic 
acids and other organic contaminants. After washing 
and drying, the cleaned charcoal was combusted and 
the carbon dioxide was recovered for the analysis.
The sample was very small and analysis by accelerator 
mass spectrometry (AMS) was required.
Comment:
ci3(-' _ “25.0 l^pdb — •7 1L
Notes: This date is based upon the Libby half life (5570 years) for The error stated is ±1cf as judged 
by the analytical data alone. Our modern standard is 95% of the activity of N.B.S. Oxalic Acid.
The age is referenced to the year A.D. 1950.
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